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As a fundamental task in natural language processing, dependency-based

syntactic analysis provides useful structural representations of textual data. It is

supported by an abundance of multilingual annotations and statistical parsers.

A common representation format widely adopted by contemporary compu-

tational dependency-based syntactic analysis is single-rooted directed trees,

where each edge represents a dependency relation. These governor-dependent

relations capture bilexical syntactic modifications and facilitate efficient pars-

ing algorithms that break down the analysis of the whole trees into identifica-

tions of individual dependency edges. However, it is known that edge-focused

dependency-tree representations face practical challenges to properly handle

certain linguistic phenomena involving multiple dependency edges, such as

valency patterns and certain types of multi-word expressions. Further, depen-

dency tree structures fall short in explicitly representing coordination structures,

argument sharing in control and raising constructions, and so on. This the-

sis aims at addressing the aforementioned issues and improving dependency-

based syntactic analysis via augmented and enhanced representations within

and beyond tree structures, which involves new challenges in the designs of

computational models, learning regimes from empirical data, and inferencing

procedures to derive the desired structures.

To guide parsers to consider wider structural contexts and to recognize lin-



guistic constructions as a whole, in addition to predicting individual depen-

dency relations, this thesis introduces two parser designs that combine parsing

and tagging modules. In the first parser, taggers are trained to predict valency

patterns, which encode the number, types, and linear orderings of each word’s

dependent syntactic relations (e.g., a transitive verb in English has a subject to

its left and a direct object to its right). This method is demonstrated to im-

prove precision on the selected subsets of dependency relations used in the va-

lency patterns. The second effort focuses on headless multi-word expressions

(MWEs), which are typically identified with taggers, when full syntactic anal-

ysis is not required. By integrating a tagging view of the MWEs into decoding

processes, the parsers become more accurate in MWE identification.

Certain syntactic constructions, such as coordination, pose extra represen-

tational challenges for dependency trees, and this thesis explores two types of

enhanced structures beyond dependency trees and presents methods to analyze

natural language texts into those formats. Enhanced Universal Dependencies

format removes the tree constraint and the target structures become connected

graphs. This thesis details the design of a tree-graph integrated-format parser,

which serves as the basis of the winning solution at the IWPT 2021 shared task,

in combination with other techniques including a two-stage finetuning strategy

and text pre-processing pipelines powered by pre-training. Finally, this thesis

revisits Kahane’s (1997) idea of bubble trees, which marks span boundaries on

top of otherwise dependency-based structures, to provide an explicit mecha-

nism to represent coordination structures. The transition-based system devel-

oped to parse into such bubble tree structures shows improvement on the task

of coordination structure prediction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Syntactic parsing, or automatic syntactic analysis, is a fundamental task in

natural language processing (NLP). It involves identification of grammatical re-

lations within an input sentence, which are useful to a wide range of down-

stream tasks. For instance, an automatic parser is expected to recognize that the

verb “like” in the example sentence “I like syntactic parsers” has subject “I” and

object “syntactic parsers”, where the object phrase can be further analyzed as a

noun “parsers” modified by an adjective “syntactic”. Downstream applications

then have access to a structural “blueprint” of how the interpretation of the full

sentence decomposes into meanings of its smaller internal units, in addition to

the linear arrangements of the words in the sentence.

Dependency parsing has gained popularity in the NLP community in the

past decade, due to wide availability of data annotations, efficient and accurate

parser implementations, and the simplicity of the representations. A typical out-

put structure from a dependency-based syntactic analysis is a labeled directed

tree spanning over the set of words from an input sentence. The direction of

an arc denotes the asymmetric bilexical relation between the governing and the

dependent word. Figure 1.1 shows an example dependency parse tree, where

the arc labeled nsubj indicates that the word “I” is a nominal subject of the verb

I like syntactic parsers

nsubj

obj

amod

Figure 1.1: An example dependency tree.
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“like”.

The simplicity of the bilexical relations and the tree representations is a

double-edged sword. On the one hand, it facilitates applications of dependency

parse trees and developments of automatic parsers by non-experts of the under-

lying linguistic theories. This point is well articulated by de Marneffe and Nivre

(2019, pg. 208):

[T]he core structure of dependency trees, that is, binary relations between

lexical elements forming a tree, is a conceptually simple representation [...]

Anyone can grasp the notion of subject and object and understand that

some words can be modified by others. Dependency grammar thus offers a

representation that is usable by anyone who wants to build or use systems

for text understanding, not only (computational) linguists [...]

On the other hand, tree structures consisting of only word-word modifications

can be indirect, awkward, or even insufficient in handling certain syntactic phe-

nomena. The named entities “Ezra Cornell” and “Mary Ann Wood” in Figure 1.2

do not have any clear internal modification relations, but flat arcs are introduced

to satisfy the representational constraints demanded by a tree structure. Further,

there is no direct way of representing modifier sharing across conjuncts in a co-

ordination structure, which leaves the scope of the modifier “young” ambiguous

as of whether it modifies only the first conjunct or the entire coordinated phrase.

The central aim of this thesis is to improve dependency tree-based syntactic

analysis. Specifically, this thesis explores two technical routes, one that pre-

serves the tree-shaped representations but supplements parsers with alterna-

tive views of the same underlying structures, and another route that loosens the

2



The young Ezra Cornell and Mary Ann Wood got married in Dryden

det

amod flat

conj

cc flat

flat

nsubj:pass

aux:pass

obl

case

Figure 1.2: An example dependency tree with coordination and named entities.

tree requirements to allow additional mechanisms for explicit handling of cer-

tain syntactic phenomena such as coordination. Both technical routes involve

associated new challenges in the designs of computational models, learning

regimes from empirical data, and inferencing procedures to derive the desired

structures. Each piece of work in this thesis investigates a different method of

enhancing the representations, discusses solutions to the aforementioned chal-

lenges, and presents empirical improvements on parsing the respective targeted

syntactic constructions.

1.1 Motivation: Syntactic Parsing in NLP

In NLP systems, syntactic parsing is typically not a standalone task. Rather, it is

commonly used to facilitate downstream text-processing modules. This section

first showcases a (small) selection of recent integrations of parsing into a wide

range of NLP tasks to give practical motivation for the task of syntactic parsing,

and then discusses the desiderata of an “ideal” syntactic representation.
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1.1.1 (Selected) Recent Applications of Parsing

Syntactic analysis provides useful information on the compositional structures

of the input texts and can be generally useful for many natural language un-

derstanding tasks. Among those, predicate-argument structural analysis, or

semantic role labeling (SRL; Palmer et al., 2010), bears a close relationship to

syntax. Strubell et al. (2018) and Swayamdipta et al. (2018) obtain superior SRL

accuracy by supervising the model with dependency parsing signals along with

the main task of SRL, and more recently, Shi et al. (2020) reformulate the task of

SRL into dependency parsing, based on the empirical evidence that a small set

of structural configurations in the dependency trees account for a majority of

the SRL relations. The task of coreference resolution, another “core” NLP task,

aims at identifying and clustering all the entity mentions in a given document,

and a recent work by Jiang and Cohn (2021) presents improvements on this task

by incorporating both dependency parse trees and SRL relations. In the con-

text of relation extraction, Zhang et al. (2018) introduce a technique based on

graph neural networks to encode pruned dependency trees, which is effective

in capturing and leveraging long-range syntactic relations. For the task of ques-

tion answering, Reddy et al. (2017) generate ungrounded logical forms based

on syntactic dependency trees, which are then matched to knowledge graphs to

derive answers.

Syntactic structures are also beneficial to natural language generation tasks.

In abstractive summarization, Song et al. (2018) propose a copy mechanism that

guides their model to copy words from dependency-parsed source documents

into summary sentences. Zhang et al. (2019b) design a variational auto-encoder

based on syntactic trees for improving the grammaticality of the generated sen-

4



tences, and show improvements on both language modeling and unsupervised

paraphrase generation. Machine translation is another popular area where syn-

tactic parsing is proven to be helpful. Bastings et al. (2017) and Zhang et al.

(2019a) enhance the encoders in their machine translation system with source-

side syntactic parsing, and Gū et al. (2018) and Akoury et al. (2019) exploit syn-

tactic structures during decoding by first generating the syntactic constituent

labels before producing the lexicalized target sentences.

Last but not least, syntactic parses can help researchers gain insights into

language variation and change. For example, Johannsen et al. (2015) relate de-

mographic factors including age and gender to syntactic variations observed on

automatically parsed texts obtained from an online review website. Newberry

et al. (2017) study the grammatical changes in English based on a large-scale di-

achronic corpus automatically annotated with syntactic dependency trees (Lin

et al., 2012).

1.1.2 Is Parsing (Still) Useful?

With the recent successful applications of large-scale language models trained

on massive corpora (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020), the

state-of-the-art paradigm in NLP research appears to be shifting towards end-

to-end modeling through finetuning language models directly on end tasks,

without the need of constructing any intermediate representations including

syntactic parse trees. It becomes an increasingly relevant question whether pars-

ing is still useful in NLP. By using structural probes, Hewitt and Manning (2019)

and Chi et al. (2020) observe the presence of syntactic information in large-scale

5



language models that are trained without explicit syntactic supervision, which

invites further discussion on whether any explicit syntactic supervision is nec-

essary. Glavaš and Vulić (2021) examine the effect of intermediate parsing train-

ing during language model finetuning for downstream language understanding

tasks and they report “very limited and inconsistent effect”, but they conclude their

paper with a footnote (pg. 3098) stating that “formalized syntactic structures will

still be an important source of inductive bias, especially in setups without sufficient text

data for large-scale pretraining”.1

Indeed, the power of syntactic analysis comes from structural abstraction

and generalization, which are especially important in low-resource scenarios. In

the setting of cross-lingual event detection, Liu et al. (2019) use a syntax-based

encoder that abstracts out surface order differences across different languages

to facilitate cross-lingual transfer. Similarly, Ahmad et al. (2021) show that de-

pendency trees are helpful in a graph convolutional network-based models for

cross-lingual relation and event extraction.

Along with the reduction of the amount of supervision data are interpretabil-

ity and controllability of NLP systems. While large-scale learning-based neural

models achieve good accuracies on benchmarks, they are not the only require-

ments for successfully deploying an NLP system. Chiticariu et al. (2013) ob-

serve a disproportionately large number of rule-based information extraction

systems in industrial and commercial settings, compared with the dominance

of learning-based systems in academic publications, and they explain the divide

(in part) by the emphasis of interpretability and controllability in real-world de-

1Similar investigation on the utility of supervised syntactic parsing has been performed more
than a decade ago by Bod (2007), who concluded at the time that “in the field of syntax-based
language models the end of supervised parsing has come in sight”. But this conclusion has not stopped
NLP researchers to find other useful applications of parsing (see, for example, §1.1.1).
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ployment. Syntactic structures are among the top candidates to address these

practical concerns, and thus they are widely adopted in rule-based systems.

Valenzuela-Escárcega et al. (2015, 2020) present rule-based information extrac-

tion systems based on syntactic dependency trees. The rule-based open infor-

mation extraction system developed by Zhang et al. (2017a) operates completely

on dependency parse trees, and the rule sets are sharable across languages due

to the use of language-universal syntactic relations. Dhole and Manning (2020)

use dependency trees and shallow semantic analysis to write rules for question

generation.

Additionally, as an integral part of human languages, syntactic performance

is also desirable for artificial intelligence systems to generate human-like utter-

ances. While current large-scale language models show significant improve-

ments on standard evaluation metrics such as perplexity as bigger models are

trained on larger amount of data, these performance gains do not always trans-

late into better syntactic generalization (Hu et al., 2020). Shen et al. (2021) show

that models receiving explicit syntactic supervision achieve better perplexity

and syntactic generation with a smaller number of parameters. Kuncoro et al.

(2020) also provide further evidence that language models become more effec-

tive at downstream structured prediction tasks when they are equipped with

more explicit syntactic biases.

The question proposed in this subsection is about the practical value of syn-

tactic analysis in NLP, so correspondingly, the answer has to be an empirical

one, and there may be no universal conclusions across all task settings, eval-

uation targets, data domains, and languages. Further, variations in syntactic

representations result in different coverage of syntactic content, difficulties in
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parsing, and usefulness to NLP systems. The following subsection discusses the

(sometimes conflicting) design criteria for an end-task-friendly syntactic repre-

sentation; these motivate this thesis’s focus on specific syntactic constructions

such as coordination.

1.1.3 Desiderata of an “Ideal” Syntactic Representation (in

NLP)

From an end-task point of view, a good syntactic representation needs to satisfy

many factors. The following are some (but not the only) practical considera-

tions:

• Coverage: For an NLP system to benefit from having an intermediate syn-

tactic representation, it needs to have access to the syntactic structures that

are likely to be informative to solving the target task. For example, an

information extraction module to be eventually used for a question an-

swering system may rely on extracted factual statements from texts, and

it is important to have a direct representation of predicate-argument and

coordination structures.

• Accuracy: The inclusion of intermediate structures opens up risks of error

propagation. Thus, it is crucial to have highly accurate automatic syntactic

parsers. Despite targeting the same syntactic phenomena, different repre-

sentations may lead to different difficulties in model learning and parsing

(Schwartz et al., 2012).

• Availability: The success of modern machine-learning-based NLP sys-

tems relies heavily on the availability of high-quality and large-quantity
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data annotations. It is especially challenging to support accurate text anal-

ysis for low-resource languages where data annotations are scarce. Cross-

lingual knowledge transfer is a promising technique to alleviate this issue,

but it requires a common representation framework with consistent anno-

tations across multiple languages.

• Simplicity: As argued in the beginning of this chapter, conceptually

simple syntactic structures are more accessible to NLP practitioners

and researchers. Further, representations describable in simpler for-

mal/theoretical terms are likely to support algorithmic designs better if

the same structures have been applied to other research domains and the

associated techniques can be adapted to parsing. For example, spanning

trees, the currently dominant representation format in dependency-based

syntactic analysis, are well-studied in graph theory, and it is advantageous

to have access to the existing literature on efficient algorithms for finding

the maximum spanning tree for a given graph.

The (incomplete list of) factors above all contribute to the overall useful-

ness of the intermediate syntactic structures. As discussed in the beginning of

this chapter, simplicity is an advantage for dependency-based syntactic analy-

sis. Additionally, recent releases of large collections of multilingual treebanks

(Nivre et al., 2016, 2020) support applications of dependency parsing in lower-

resource languages. This thesis aims to improve dependency-based syntactic

analysis mostly on the “coverage” and “accuracy” aspects, while preserving its

“simplicity” by either maintaining the canonical dependency tree representation

or modifying the tree constraint to handle certain constructions that cannot be

easily modeled by trees.
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1.2 Road Map

The rest of this thesis is organized into 5 chapters.

Chapter 2 through Chapter 5 present four published projects focusing on

different issues in edge-factored dependency tree structures regarding specific

syntactic constructions and then proposing solutions to enhance the representa-

tions, as well as computational models to parse the new structures. These four

chapters are divided into two parts: Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 preserve the tree

structures, but enforce prediction consistency across a tagging view and a pars-

ing view of the same data; Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 deviate from dependency

trees and adopt more expressive structures to better support syntactic analysis

of certain syntactic constructions including coordination.

Chapter 2 revisits the idea of valency from dependency grammar, where core

arguments of a predicate are not only analyzed as independent dependency

edges, but also part of the predicate’s valency pattern. Valency patterns can be

used to represent, for example, the different numbers and types of arguments

of transitive and intransitive verbs. Biasing parsers towards seen valency pat-

terns during training can also reduce the parsers’ “excessive creativity” in terms

of supposedly-stable core argument structures during inference. This chapter

presents a valency-augmented decoder that factors in the number and types

of each token’s modifiers. Empirical multilingual evaluation shows that this

method leads to improved precision on selected subsets of relations, including

and beyond core arguments.

Chapter 3 highlights the issue of recognizing headless multi-word expres-

sions in dependency trees. Despite that a flat named entity has no clear internal
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structures, a tree format forces the selection of a representational head. The ex-

ample sentence in Figure 1.2 contains two such instances (“Ezra Cornell” and

“Mary Ann Wood”). Outside of parsing, named entities are typically extracted

by a tagging solution. This chapter empirically compares parsing and tagging

approaches to extracting headless multi-word expressions and presents a joint

decoder that combines model scores from these two views of the same underly-

ing structures.

Chapter 4 presents a parser for enhanced Universal Dependencies, where

the output syntactic structures are not trees, but connected graphs. A larger

number of candidate dependency relations in a graph compared with a tree

allows better representations of argument sharing in raising, control, relative

clauses, and coordination constructions. This chapter also explores multilin-

gual training and language-specific finetuning to improve model accuracy on

low-resource languages. Models developed in this chapter obtained the best

performance among all system submissions to the IWPT 2021 shared task of

multilingual parsing from raw texts to enhanced Universal Dependencies.

Chapter 5 focuses on coordination structures. As illustrated in Figure 1.2,

commonly adopted dependency tree representations are insufficient to disam-

biguate the scope of certain modifiers within coordinated phrases. This chapter

proposes using Kahane’s (1997) bubble trees to allow explicit markings of co-

ordinated phrase boundaries, symmetric relations among conjuncts within the

same coordinated phrase, and unambiguous private/shared modifier attach-

ments. This chapter proposes a transition system to parse into such enriched

bubble tree representations and presents empirical improvements on the task of

coordination structure prediction.
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Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

VALENCY

In this chapter, we present a complete, automated, and efficient approach

for utilizing valency analysis in making dependency parsing decisions. It in-

cludes extraction of valency patterns, a probabilistic model for tagging these

patterns, and a joint decoding process that explicitly considers the number and

types of each token’s syntactic dependents. On 53 treebanks representing 41

languages in the Universal Dependencies data, we find that incorporating va-

lency information yields higher precision and F1 scores on the core arguments

(subjects and complements) and functional relations (e.g., auxiliaries) that we

employ for valency analysis. Precision on core arguments improves from 80.87

to 85.43. We further show that our approach can be applied to an ostensibly

different formalism and dataset, Tree Adjoining Grammar as extracted from

the Penn Treebank; there, we outperform the previous state-of-the-art labeled

attachment score by 0.7. Finally, we explore the potential of extending va-

lency patterns beyond their traditional domain by confirming their helpful-

ness in improving PP attachment decisions. Our implementation is available

at https://github.com/tzshi/valency-parser-emnlp18.

2.1 Introduction

Many dependency parsers treat attachment decisions and syntactic relation la-

beling as two independent tasks, despite the fact that relation labels carry im-

portant subcategorization information. For example, the number and types of

the syntactic arguments that a predicate may take is rather restricted for natu-

ral languages — it is not common for an English verb to have more than one
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He says that you like to swim .

nsubj

ccomp

mark

nsubj

xcomp

mark

Figure 2.1: Sample annotation in UD, encoding the core valency pattern nsubj �
ccomp for “says”, nsubj � xcomp for “like”, and so on (see §2.2-§2.4)

syntactic subject or more than two objects.

In this work, we present a parsing approach that explicitly models subcate-

gorization of (some) syntactic dependents as valency patterns (see Figure 2.1 for

examples), and operationalize this notion as extracted supertags.1 An important

distinction from prior work is that our definition of valency-pattern supertags

is relativized to a user-specified subset of all possible syntactic relations (see

§2.3). We train supertaggers that assign probabilities of potential valency pat-

terns to each token, and leverage these probabilities during decoding to guide

our parsers so that they favor more linguistically plausible output structures.

We mainly focus on two subsets of relations in our analysis, those involving

core arguments and those that represent functional relations, and perform ex-

periments over a collection of 53 treebanks in 41 languages from the Universal

Dependencies dataset (UD; Nivre et al., 2017). Our valency-aware parsers im-

prove upon strong baseline systems in terms of output linguistic validity, mea-

sured as the accuracy of the assigned valency patterns. They also have higher

precision and F1 scores on the subsets of relations under analysis, suggesting a

potentially controlled way to balance precision-recall trade-offs.

We further show that our approach is not limited to a particular treebank

annotation style. We apply our method to parsing another grammar formal-

1The term “supertags” is borrowed from Joshi and Srinivas (1994) to refer to elementary struc-
tures (valency patterns in our case) that are associated with lexical items.
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ism, Tree Adjoining Grammar, where dependency and valency also play an im-

portant role in both theory and parser evaluation. Our parser reaches a new

state-of-the-art LAS score of 92.59, with more than 0.6 core-argument F1-score

improvement over our strong baseline parser.

Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our valency analysis approach

to other syntactic phenomena less associated with valency in its traditional lin-

guistic sense. In a case study of PP attachment, we analyze the patterns of two

syntactic relations commonly used in PP attachment, and include them in the

joint decoding process. Precision of the parsers improves by an absolute 3.30%

on these two relation types.

2.2 Syntactic Dependencies and Valencies

According to Nivre (2005), the modern dependency grammar can be traced back

to Tesnière (1959), with its roots reaching back several centuries before the Com-

mon Era. The theory is centered on the notion of dependency, an asymmetrical

relation between words of a sentence. Tesnière distinguishes three node types

when analyzing simple predicates: verb equivalents that describe actions and

events, noun equivalents as the arguments of the events, and adverb equiva-

lents for detailing the (temporal, spatial, etc.) circumstances. There are two

types of relations: (1) verbs dominate nouns and adverbs through a dependency

relation; (2) verbs and nouns are linked through a valency relation. Tesnière com-

pares a verb to an atom: a verb can attract a certain number of arguments, just

as the valency of an atom determines the number of bonds it can engage in

(Ágel and Fischer, 2015). In many descriptive lexicographic works (Helbig and
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Dataset Subset Syntactic Relations

UD

Core nsubj, obj, iobj,
csubj, ccomp, xcomp

Func. aux, cop, mark,
det, clf, case

PP (§2.8) nmod, obl

TAG Core 0 (subject), 1 (object),
2 (indirect object)

Co-head CO

Table 2.1: Sets of syntactic relations we used for valency analysis. UD subsets
come from the official categorization in the annotation guidelines.

Schenkel, 1959; Herbst et al., 2004), valency is not limited to verbs, but also in-

cludes nouns and adjectives. For more on the linguistic theory, see Ágel et al.

(2003, 2006).

Strictly following the original notion of valency requires distinguishing be-

tween arguments and adjuncts, as well as obligatory and optional dependents.

However, there is a lack of consensus as to how these categorizations may be

distinguished (Tutunjian and Boland, 2008), and thus we adopt a more practical

definition in this work.

2.3 Computational Representation

Formally, we fix a set of syntactic relations R, and define the valency pattern

of a token wi with respect to R as the linearly-ordered2 sequence a−j · · · a−1 �

a1 · · · ak: the � symbol denotes the center word wi, and each al asserts the ex-

2Our approach, whose full description is in §2.5, can be adapted to cases where linear or-
dering is de-emphasized. The algorithm merely requires a distinction between left and right
dependents. We choose to encode linearity since it appears that most languages empirically
exhibit word order preferences even if they allow for relatively free word order.
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istence of a word w dominated by wi via relation al ∈ R, wi
al−→ w. For al and

am, when l < m, the syntactic dependent for al linearly precedes the syntactic

dependent for am. As an example, consider the UD-annotated sentence in Fig-

ure 2.1. The token “says” has a core-relation3 valency pattern nsubj � ccomp, and

“like” has the pattern nsubj � xcomp. If we consider only functional relations,

both “like” and “swim” have the pattern mark �.4 We sometimes employ the ab-

breviated notation αL � αR, where α indicates a sequence and the letters L and R

distinguish left dependencies from right dependencies.

We make our definition of valency patterns dependent on choice of R not

only because some dependency relations are more often obligatory and closer

to the original theoretical definition of valency, but also because the utility of

different types of syntactic relations can depend on the downstream task. For

example, purely functional dependency labels are semantically vacuous, so they

are often omitted in the semantic representations extracted from dependency

trees for question answering (Reddy et al., 2016, 2017). There are also recent

proposals for parser evaluation that downplay the importance of functional syn-

tactic relations (Nivre and Fang, 2017).

2.4 (Retrospective) Pilot Study: Sanity Checks

We consider two questions that need to be addressed at the outset:5

3UD core and functional relations are listed in Table 2.1.
4The (possibly counterintuitive) direction for “that” and “to” is a result of UD’s choice of a

content-word-oriented design.
5We actually performed these sanity checks after implementation of and experiments with

our approach, because we missed this idea originally, perhaps in part because it requires access
to test sets that we abstained from looking at during model development.
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1. How well do the extracted patterns generalize to unseen data?

2. Do state-of-the-art parsers already capture the notion of valency implicitly,

though they are not explicitly optimized for it?

The first question checks the feasibility of learning valency patterns from a lim-

ited amount of data; the second probes the potential for any valency-informed

parsing approach to improve over current state-of-the-art systems.

To answer these questions, we use the UD 2.0 dataset for the CoNLL 2017

shared task (Zeman et al., 2017) and the system outputs6 of the top five per-

forming submissions (Dozat et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2017b; Björkelund et al., 2017;

Che et al., 2017; Lim and Poibeau, 2017). Selection of treebanks is the same as

in §2.6. We extract valency patterns relative to the set of 6 UD core arguments

given in Table 2.1 because they are close to the original notion of valency and

we hypothesize that these patterns should exhibit few variations. This is indeed

the case: the average number of valency patterns we extract is 110.4 per training

treebank, with Turkish (tr) having the fewest at 34, and Galician (gl) having the

most at 298 patterns. We observe that in general, languages with higher degree

of flexibility in word order tend to generate more patterns in the data, as our

patterns encode linear word order information.

Next, we extract valency patterns from the test set and compare them against

those from the training set. On average, out of the 55.4 patterns observed in the

gold-standard test sets, only 5.5, or 9.98%, are new and unseen with respect

to training. In comparison, 36.2% of the word types appearing in the test sets

are not seen during training. This suggests that the valency pattern space is

6Retrieved from https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-
2424.
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relatively restricted, and the patterns extracted from training sets do generalize

well to test sets.

Finally, we consider the average number of valency patterns extracted from

the top-performing system outputs and the number of those not observed in

training.7 All 5 systems are remarkably “hallucinatory” in inventing valency re-

lations, introducing 16.8 to 35.5 new valency patterns, significantly larger than

the actual number of unseen patterns. Below we show an error committed by

the state-of-the-art Dozat et al. (2017) parser (upper half) as compared to the

gold-standard annotation (lower half), and we highlight the core argument va-

lency relations of the verb “bothers” in bold. The system incorrectly predicts

“how come” to be a clausal subject.

How come no one bothers to ask ...

advmod

csubj

nsubj

ccomp

advmod
fixed nsubj

xcomp

Each such non-existent new pattern implies at least some (potentially small)

parsing error that can contribute to the degradation of downstream task perfor-

mance.
7The CoNLL 2017 shared task is an end-to-end parsing task, so the participating systems do

not have access to gold-standard tokenization, which is a potential explanation for the presented
analysis. On the other hand, the conclusion still holds even if we restrict to system outputs with
perfect or nearly perfect segmentations.
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2.5 Valency-Aware Dependency Parsing

2.5.1 Overview

Our model is based on the following probability factorization for a given sen-

tence x = w1, . . . , wn and parse tree y for x:

P(y|x) = 1
Zx

n

∏
i=1

P(vi|wi)P(hi|wi)P(ri|wi, hi),

where Zx is the normalization factor, vi is the valency pattern extracted for wi

from y, hi is the index of the syntactic governor of wi, and ri is the syntactic rela-

tion label of the dependency relation between whi and wi. We first assume that

we have a feature extractor that associates each token in the sentence wi with a

contextualized feature vector wi, and explain how to calculate the factored prob-

abilities (§2.5.2). Then we discuss decoding (§2.5.3) and training (§2.5.4). Our

decoder can be viewed as a special-case implementation of head-automaton

grammars (Alshawi, 1996; Eisner and Satta, 1999). Finally, we return to the issue

of feature extraction (§2.5.5).

2.5.2 Parameterization

We parameterize P(vi|wi) as a softmax distribution over all candidate valency

patterns:

P(vi|wi) ∝ exp(scoreVAL
vi

(wi)),

where scoreVAL is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP).

For each word wi, we generate a probability distribution over all potential
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syntactic heads in the sentence (Zhang et al., 2017b). After we have selected the

head of wi to be whi , we decide on the syntactic relation label based on another

probability distribution. We use two softmax functions:

P(hi|wi) ∝ exp(scoreHEAD(whi , wi)),

P(ri|wi, hi) ∝ exp(scoreLABEL
ri

(whi , wi)),

where both scoreHEAD and scoreLABEL are parameterized by deep biaffine scor-

ing functions (Dozat and Manning, 2017).

2.5.3 Decoding

For joint decoding, we adopt Eisner’s (1996) algorithm to handle valency pat-

terns as the state information in Eisner and Satta (1999). The algorithm is de-

picted in Figure 2.2. For each complete and incomplete span, visualized as tri-

angles and trapezoids respectively, we annotate the head with its valency pat-

tern. We adopt Earley’s (1970) notation of • to outward-delimit the portion of a

valency pattern, starting from the center word �, that has already been collected

within the span. INIT generates a minimal complete span with hypothesized

valency pattern; the • is put adjacent to �. COMB matches an incomplete span

to a complete span with compatible valency pattern, yielding a complete analy-

sis on the relevant side of �. LINK either advances the • by attaching a syntactic

dependent with the corresponding relation label, or attaches a dependent with

a relation label irrelevant to the current valency analysis. This algorithm can

be easily extended to cases where we analyze multiple subsets of valency rela-

tions simultaneously: we just need to annotate each head with multiple layers
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R-INIT:
αL � •αR

h h

R-LINK:

αL � αR
1 • aαR

2

h i i + 1 j

•α̂L � α̂R

αL � αR
1 a • αR

2

h j

•α̂L � α̂R

h a−→ j

R-COMB:

αL � αR
1 • αR

2

h j

•α̂L � α̂R α̂L � α̂R•

j i

αL � αR
1 • αR

2

h i

R-LINK:

αL � αR
1 • aαR

2

h i i + 1 j

•α̂L � α̂R

αL � αR
1 • aαR

2

h j

•α̂L � α̂R

h r−→ j, r 6∈ R

Figure 2.2: Eisner’s (1996)/Eisner and Satta’s (1999) algorithm, with valency-
pattern annotations, incorporated as state information, shown explicitly. We
show only the R-rules; the L-rules are symmetric.

of valency patterns, one for each subset.8

The time complexity of a naïve dynamic programming implementation is

O(|V|2|α|n3), where |V| is the number of valency patterns and |α| is the maxi-

mum length of a valency pattern. In practice, |V| is usually larger than n, mak-

ing the algorithm prohibitively slow. We thus turn to A* parsing for a more

8To allow our model to account for unseen patterns in new data, we create a special wildcard
valency pattern that allows dependents with arbitrary relations in the decoding process, and
during training, treat valency patterns occurring fewer than 5 times as examples of the wildcard
pattern.
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Algorithm 1 Agenda-based best-first parsing algorithm, adapted from Lewis
et al. (2016), Alg. 1.
Helper Functions: INIT(s) returns the set of spans generated by INIT.
C.RULES(p) returns the set of spans that can be derived by combining p with
existing entries in C through COMB or LINK.

1: procedure PARSE(s)
2: // Empty priority queue A
3: A← ∅
4: // Initialize A with minimal complete spans
5: for p ∈ INIT(s) do
6: A.INSERT(p);
7: // Empty chart C
8: C ← ∅
9: while A 6= ∅ do

10: p← A.POPMAX()
11: // Found the global optimal solution
12: if p is a full parse then return p
13: else if p /∈ C then
14: C.ADD(p)
15: // Extend the chart
16: for p′ ∈ C.RULES(p) do
17: A.INSERT(p′)

practical solution.

A* parsing We take inspiration from A* CCG parsing (Lewis and Steedman,

2014; Lewis et al., 2016; Yoshikawa et al., 2017). The idea (see Algorithm 1)

is to estimate the best compatible full parse for every chart item (in our case,

complete and incomplete spans), and expand the chart based on the estimated

priority scores. Our factorization of probability scores allows the following ad-

missible heuristic: for each span, we can optimistically estimate its best full

parse score by assigning to every token outside the span the best possible va-

lency pattern, best possible attachment and best relation label.
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2.5.4 Training

We train all components jointly and optimize for the cross entropy between

our model prediction and the gold standard, or, equivalently, the sum of the

log-probabilities for the three distributions comprising our factorization from

§2.5.1. This can be thought of as an instance of multi-task learning (MTL; Caru-

ana, 1997), which has been shown to be useful in parsing (Kasai et al., 2018).

To further reduce error propagation, instead of using part-of-speech tags as fea-

tures, we train a tagger jointly with our main parser components (Zhang and

Weiss, 2016).

2.5.5 Feature Extraction

We adopt bi-directional long short-term memory networks (bi-LSTMs; Hochre-

iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) as our feature extractors, since they have proven

successful in a variety of syntactic parsing tasks (Kiperwasser and Goldberg,

2016; Cross and Huang, 2016; Stern et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2017a). As inputs to

the bi-LSTMs, we concatenate one pre-trained word embedding, one randomly-

initialized word embedding, and the output of character-level LSTMs for cap-

turing sub-token level information (Ballesteros et al., 2015). The bi-LSTM output

vectors at each timestep are then assigned to each token as its contextualized

representation wi.
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2.6 Experiments

Data and Evaluation Our main experiments are based on UD version 2.0,

which was prepared for the CoNLL 2017 shared task (Zeman et al., 2017). We

used 53 of the treebanks9 across 41 languages that have train and development

splits given for the shared task. In contrast to the shared-task setting, where

word and sentence segmentation are to be performed by the system, we di-

rectly use the test-set gold segmentations in order to focus directly on parsing;

but this does mean that the performance of our models cannot be directly com-

pared to the officially-reported shared-task results. For evaluation, we report

unlabeled and labeled attachment scores (UAS and LAS respectively). Further,

we explicitly evaluate precision, recall and F1 scores (P/R/F) for the syntactic

relations from Table 2.1, as well as valency pattern accuracies (VPA) involving

those relations.

Implementation Details We use three-layer bi-LSTMs with 500 hidden units

(250 in each direction) for feature extraction. The valency analyzer uses a

one-hidden-layer MLP with ReLU activation function (Nair and Hinton, 2010),

while the head selector and labeler use 512- and 128-dimensional biaffine scor-

ing functions respectively. Our models are randomly initialized (Glorot and

Bengio, 2010) and optimized with AMSgrad (Reddi et al., 2018) with initial

learning rate 0.002. We apply dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to our MLPs and

variational dropout (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) to our LSTMs with a keep rate

of 0.67 during training.

9We exclude the two large treebanks cs and ru_syntagrus due to experiment resource con-
straints. There are other Czech and Russian treebanks in our selected collection.
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Core Func.
Subsets UAS LAS # VPA P / R / F # VPA P / R / F

Baseline 87.59 83.64 2.75 95.83 80.87 / 81.31 / 81.08 4.85 97.51 91.99 / 92.43 / 92.20

Core MTL 87.71 83.80 2.73 96.02 81.96 / 81.98 / 81.96 4.85 97.51 91.96 / 92.50 / 92.23
+ Joint Decoding 87.80 83.93 2.60 96.68 85.43 / 81.75 / 83.53 4.86 97.50 91.81 / 92.65 / 92.22

Func. MTL 87.67 83.71 2.75 95.80 80.69 / 81.21 / 80.94 4.84 97.58 92.30 / 92.57 / 92.44
+ Joint Decoding 87.72 83.75 2.75 95.80 80.64 / 81.32 / 80.96 4.80 97.74 93.16 / 92.42 / 92.79

Core + Func. MTL 87.67 83.79 2.73 95.99 81.72 / 81.81 / 81.75 4.84 97.59 92.27 / 92.62 / 92.44
+ Joint Decoding 87.81 83.99 2.63 96.60 84.70 / 81.90 / 83.26 4.82 97.74 92.98 / 92.69 / 92.83

Table 2.2: Macro-averaged results on UD 2.0 across 53 treebanks. VPA=valency pattern accuracy; MTL=multi-task learn-
ing; #=average number of predicted attachments per sentence. Best results for each metric are highlighted in bold.
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Treebank Baseline Joint ER Treebank Baseline Joint ER Treebank Baseline Joint ER

DutchMAX 84.91 89.83 32.63 PortugueseMAX 92.24 93.46 15.66 NorwegianMIN 90.38 91.41 10.76
Greek 85.82 89.50 25.95 PortugueseMIN 86.90 88.88 15.10 Indonesian 81.53 83.51 10.75
SwedishMAX 86.97 90.21 24.92 SpanishMAX 85.04 87.29 15.06 Latvian 71.33 74.41 10.74
FinnishMAX 88.14 90.87 22.96 Hungarian 79.11 82.13 14.45 FrenchMIN 90.56 91.51 10.01
Italian 87.04 90.00 22.85 Arabic 74.33 77.97 14.16 Basque 76.79 78.97 9.39
LatinMAX 82.52 86.37 22.03 Urdu 70.47 74.63 14.07 Hindi 80.38 82.16 9.04
Danish 85.85 88.93 21.75 DutchMIN 76.03 79.18 13.13 German 81.05 82.73 8.85
FinnishMIN 87.95 90.44 20.68 SwedishMIN 85.51 87.36 12.76 CzechMIN 76.68 78.64 8.42
Slovenian 86.03 88.59 18.31 Croatian 84.14 86.12 12.46 Polish 86.67 87.72 7.84
Old Slavonic 76.79 81.02 18.25 Gothic 72.15 75.60 12.38 A. GreekMIN 59.00 62.17 7.74
FrenchMAX 89.86 91.71 18.21 A. GreekMAX 74.31 77.48 12.34 Turkish 58.43 61.59 7.61
Estonian 72.02 77.09 18.09 Hebrew 80.27 82.60 11.80 Korean 83.33 84.55 7.31
Slovak 80.39 83.78 17.32 Persian 80.83 83.08 11.72 Chinese 73.81 75.66 7.07
CzechMAX 85.58 88.02 16.90 NorwegianMAX 91.20 92.21 11.50 EnglishMIN 84.69 85.60 5.96
LatinMIN 76.60 80.55 16.89 Catalan 88.19 89.54 11.49 Vietnamese 48.45 51.49 5.91
Romanian 82.60 85.51 16.74 EnglishMID 84.26 86.05 11.37 Galician 72.17 73.70 5.49
EnglishMAX 90.96 92.43 16.20 SpanishMIN 88.72 89.98 11.17 Japanese 91.87 91.88 0.14
Russian 82.17 85.05 16.13 Bulgarian 83.98 85.75 11.02 Average 81.08 83.53 13.80

Table 2.3: Treebank-specific F1 scores on core argument relations, comparing the baseline models to our Core MTL + joint
decoding models, sorted by the error reduction (ER, %) rate. When comparing a model with performance s2 against base-
line score s1, ER is defined as (s2 − s1)/(1− s1). For languages with two or three treebanks, we include multiple entries
differentiated by the subscripts MAX/MID/MIN, corresponding to the treebanks with the highest/median/lowest ER,
respectively. A. Greek = Ancient Greek.
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Efficiency Our A* parsers are generally reasonably efficient; for the rare (<

1%) cases where the A* search does not finish within 500,000 chart expansion

steps, we back off to a model without valency analysis. When analyzing three

or more relation subsets, the initialization steps become prohibitively slow due

to the large number of valency pattern combinations. Thus, we limit the number

of combinations for each token to the highest-scoring 500.

Results on UD We present our main experimental results on UD in Table 2.2.

The baseline system does not leverage any valency information (we only train

the head selectors and labelers, and use the original Eisner decoder). We com-

pare the baseline to settings where we train the parsers jointly with our pro-

posed valency analyzers, distinguishing the effect of using this information only

at training (multi-task learning; MTL) vs. both at training and decoding.

Including valency analysis into the training objective already provides a

slight improvement in parsing performance, in line with the findings of Kasai

et al. (2018). With our proposed joint decoding, there is a mild improvement to

the overall UAS and LAS, and a higher boost to VPA. The output parse trees are

now more precise in the analyzed valency relations: on core arguments, preci-

sion increases by as much as 4.56. As shown by Table 2.3, the performance gain

of joint decoding varies across treebanks, ranging from an error reduction rate

of over 30% (Dutch Lassy Small Treebank) on core argument relations to nearly

0% (Japanese). Overall, our approach exhibits a clearly positive impact on most

of the treebanks in UD. We do not see performance correlating to language ty-

pology, although we do observe smaller error-reduction rates on treebanks with

lower baseline performances, that is, on “harder” languages.
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Core CO
UAS LAS VPA P / R / F VPA P / R / F

Friedman et al. (2017) 90.31 88.96 – – – –
Kasai et al. (2017) 90.97 89.68 – – – –
Kasai et al. (2018) 93.26 91.89 – – – –

Baseline 93.66 92.44 97.06 92.45 / 92.76 / 92.60 99.22 73.11 / 87.20 / 79.54

Core + CO MTL 93.71 92.53 97.19 92.74 / 93.20 / 92.97 99.24 75.43 / 84.44 / 79.68
+ Joint Decoding 93.75 92.59 97.47 93.27 / 93.22 / 93.24 99.24 76.06 / 83.70 / 79.70

Table 2.4: Experimental results for parsing TAGs.
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2.7 Parsing Tree Adjoining Grammar

Dependency and valency relations also play an important role in formalisms

other than dependency grammar. In this section, we apply our proposed va-

lency analysis to Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG; Joshi and Schabes, 1997), be-

cause TAG derivation trees, representing the process of inserting obligatory ar-

guments and adjoining modifiers, can be treated as a dependency representa-

tion (Rambow and Joshi, 1997). We follow prior art and use Chen’s (2001) auto-

matic conversion of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) into TAG derivation

trees. The dataset annotation has labels 0, 1 and 2, corresponding to subject, di-

rect object, and indirect object; we treat these as our core argument subset in va-

lency analysis.10 Additionally, we also analyze CO (co-head for phrasal verbs)

as a separate singleton subset.11 We leave out adj (adjuncts) in defining our

valency patterns. We strictly follow the experiment protocol of previous work

(Bangalore et al., 2009; Chung et al., 2016; Friedman et al., 2017; Kasai et al.,

2017, 2018), and report the results in Table 2.4. The findings are consistent with

our main experiments: MTL helps parsing performance, and joint decoding fur-

ther improves on core argument F1 scores, reaching a new state-of-the-art result

of 92.59 LAS. The precision/recall trade-off is pronounced for the CO relation

subset (up to a precision improvement of 2.95 and a recall loss of 3.50).

10We choose not to use the sparse labels 3 and 4, which encode additional complements.
11CO relations represent headed multi-word expressions (MWEs), while Chapter 3 focuses on

headless MWEs.
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UAS LAS Core P / R / F Func. P / R / F PP P / R / F

Baseline 87.59 83.64 80.87 / 81.31 / 81.08 91.99 / 92.43 / 92.20 77.29 / 77.99 / 77.62

PP MTL 87.67 83.70 80.61 / 81.23 / 80.91 92.03 / 92.50 / 92.26 78.30 / 78.38 / 78.32
+ Joint Decoding 87.68 83.69 79.93 / 81.50 / 80.69 91.92 / 92.51 / 92.21 80.59 / 77.68 / 79.04

Core + PP MTL 87.70 83.77 81.62 / 81.81 / 81.71 91.93 / 92.52 / 92.22 77.93 / 78.25 / 78.08
+ Joint Decoding 87.80 83.91 84.18 / 81.97 / 83.05 91.68 / 92.65 / 92.16 79.71 / 78.03 / 78.83

Core + Func. + PP MTL 87.67 83.75 81.35 / 81.68 / 81.50 92.18 / 92.61 / 92.39 77.99 / 78.22 / 78.08
+ Joint Decoding 87.81 83.94 83.88 / 81.97 / 82.90 92.78 / 92.63 / 92.70 79.54 / 78.11 / 78.78

Table 2.5: Experimental results involving analyzing PPs as valency patterns.
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2.8 Case Study on PP Attachment

Although valency information has traditionally been used to analyze comple-

ments or core arguments,12 in this section, we show the utility of our approach

in analyzing other types of syntactic relations. We choose the long-standing

problem of prepositional phrase (PP) attachment (Hindle and Rooth, 1993; Brill

and Resnik, 1994; Collins and Brooks, 1995; de Kok et al., 2017), which is known

to be a major source of parsing mistakes (Kummerfeld et al., 2012; Ng and Cur-

ran, 2015). In UD analysis, PPs usually have the labels obl or nmod with respect

to their syntactic parents, whereas adpositions are attached via a case relation,

which is included in the functional relation subset. Thus, we add another rela-

tion subset, obl and nmod, to our valency analysis.

Table 2.5 presents the results for different combinations of valency relation

subsets. We find that PP-attachment decisions are generally harder to make,

compared with core and functional relations. Including them during training

distracts other parsing objectives (compare Core + PP with only analyzing Core

in §2.6). However, they do permit improvements on precision for PP attachment

by 3.30, especially with our proposed joint decoding. This demonstrates the us-

age of our algorithm outside traditional notions of valency — it can be a general

method for training parsers to focus on specific subsets of syntactic relations.

12There are also proposals to analyze valency without distinguishing complements and ad-
juncts (Čech et al., 2010).
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2.9 Further Related Work

Supertagging Supertagging (Bangalore and Joshi, 2010) has been proposed

for and used in parsing TAG (Bangalore and Joshi, 1999; Nasr and Rambow,

2004), CCG (Curran and Clark, 2003; Curran et al., 2006), and HPSG (Ninomiya

et al., 2006; Blunsom and Baldwin, 2006). Within dependency parsing, supertags

have also been explored in the literature, but prior work mostly treats them as

additional features. Ambati et al. (2013, 2014) use CCG supertags to improve de-

pendency parsing results, while Ouchi et al. (2014, 2016) leverage dependency-

based supertags as features. Faleńska et al. (2015) compare supertagging to

parser stacking, where they extract supertags from base parsers to provide addi-

tional features for stacked parsers, instead of having a supertagger as a separate

component.

Constrained Dependency Grammar Another line of research (Wang and

Harper, 2004; Foth et al., 2006; Foth and Menzel, 2006; Bharati et al., 2002, 2009;

Husain et al., 2011) utilizes supertags in dependency parsing within the frame-

work of constraint dependency grammar (CDG; Maruyama, 1990; Heinecke

et al., 1998). Constraints in CDG may be expressed in very general terms (and

are usually hand-crafted for specific languages), so prior work in CDG involves

a constraint solver that iteratively or greedily updates hypotheses without opti-

mality guarantees. In contrast, our work focuses on a special form of constraints

— the valency patterns of syntactic dependents within a subset of relations —

and we provide an efficient A*-based exact decoding algorithm.
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Valency in Parsing To the best of our knowledge, there have been few at-

tempts to utilize lexical valency information or to improve specifically on core

arguments in syntactic parsing apart from CDG. Øvrelid and Nivre (2007) target

parsing core relations in Swedish with specifically-designed features such as an-

imacy and definiteness that are useful in argument realization. Jakubıček and

Kovář (2013) leverage external lexicons of verb valency frames for reranking.

Mirroshandel et al. (2012, 2013) and Mirroshandel and Nasr (2016) extract se-

lectional constraints and subcategorization frames from large unannotated cor-

pora, and enforce them through forest reranking. Our approach does not rely

on external resources or lexicons, but directly extracts valency patterns from la-

beled dependency parse trees. Earlier works in this spirit include Collins (1997).

Semantic Dependency Parsing and Semantic Role Labeling The notion of

valency is also used to describe predicate-argument structures that are adopted

in semantic dependency parsing and semantic role labeling (Surdeanu et al.,

2008; Hajič et al., 2009; Oepen et al., 2014, 2015). While semantic frames clearly

have patterns, previous work (Punyakanok et al., 2008; Flanigan et al., 2014;

Täckström et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2017; He et al., 2017) incorporates several

types of constraints, including uniqueness and determinism constraints that re-

quire that certain labels appear as arguments for a particular predicate only

once. They perform inference through integer linear programming, which is

usually solved approximately, and cannot easily encode linear ordering con-

straints for the arguments.

A* parsing Best-first search uses a heuristic to expand the parsing chart in-

stead of doing so exhaustively. It was first applied to PCFGs (Ratnaparkhi, 1997;
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Caraballo and Charniak, 1998; Sagae and Lavie, 2006), and then to dependency

parsing (Sagae and Tsujii, 2007; Zhao et al., 2013; Vaswani and Sagae, 2016). Our

probability factorization permits a simple yet effective A* heuristic. A* parsing

was introduced for parsing PCFGs (Klein and Manning, 2003; Pauls and Klein,

2009), and has been widely used for grammar formalisms and parsers with large

search spaces, for example CCG (Auli and Lopez, 2011) and TAG (Waszczuk

et al., 2016, 2017). Our decoder is similar to the supertag and dependency fac-

tored A* CCG parser (Yoshikawa et al., 2017), which in turn builds upon the

work of Lewis and Steedman (2014) and Lewis et al. (2016). Our model addi-

tionally adds syntactic relations into the probability factorizations.

2.10 Chapter Summary and Future Work

We have presented a probability factorization and decoding process that inte-

grates valency patterns into the parsing process. The joint decoder favors syn-

tactic analyses with higher valency-pattern supertagging probabilities. Experi-

ments on a large set of languages from UD show that our parsers are more pre-

cise in the subset of syntactic relations chosen for valency analysis, in addition to

enjoying the benefits gained from jointly training the parsers and supertaggers

in a multi-task learning setting.

Our method is not limited to a particular type of treebank annotation or a

fixed subset of relations. We draw similar conclusions when we parse TAG

derivation trees. Most interestingly, in a case study on PP attachment, we con-

firm the utility of our parsers in handling syntactic relations beyond the tradi-

tional domain of valency.
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A key insight of this work that departs from prior work on automatic extrac-

tion of supertags from dependency annotations is that our definition of valency

patterns is relativized to a subset of syntactic relations. This definition is closer

to the linguistic notion of valency and alleviates the data sparsity problems in

that the number of extracted valency patterns is small. At the same time, the pat-

terns generalize well, and empirically, they are effective in our proposed joint

decoding process.

Our findings point to a number of directions for future work. First, the

choice of subsets of syntactic relations for valency analysis impacts the parsing

performance in those categories. This may suggest a controllable way to address

precision-recall trade-offs targeting specific relation types. Second, we experi-

mented with a few obvious subsets of relations; characterizing what subsets can

be most improved with valency augmentation is an open question. Finally, our

decoder builds upon projective dependency-tree decoding algorithms. In the

future, we will explore the possibility of removing the projective constraint and

the tree requirement, extending the applicability of valency patterns to other

tasks such as semantic role labeling.
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CHAPTER 3

HEADLESS MULTI-WORD EXPRESSIONS

This chapter focuses on a representational constraint in a tree-shaped rep-

resentation regarding an interesting and frequent type of multi-word expres-

sion (MWE), the headless MWE, for which there are no true internal syntactic

dominance relations. Examples include many named entities (“Wells Fargo”)

and dates (“July 5, 2020”) as well as certain productive constructions (“blow

for blow”, “day after day”). Despite their special status and prevalence, current

dependency-annotation schemes require treating such flat structures as if they

had internal syntactic heads, and most current parsers handle them in the same

fashion as headed constructions. Meanwhile, outside the context of parsing,

taggers are typically used for identifying MWEs, but taggers might benefit from

structural information. We empirically compare these two common strategies—

parsing and tagging—for predicting flat MWEs. Additionally, we propose an

efficient joint decoding algorithm that combines scores from both strategies. Ex-

perimental results on the MWE-Aware English Dependency Corpus and on six

non-English dependency treebanks with frequent flat structures show that: (1)

tagging is more accurate than parsing for identifying flat-structure MWEs, (2)

our joint decoder reconciles the two different views and, for non-BERT features,

leads to higher accuracies, and (3) most of the gains result from feature sharing

between the parsers and taggers.

3.1 Introduction

Headless multi-word expressions (MWEs), including many named entities and

certain productive constructions, are frequent in natural language and are im-
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Officials at Mellon Capital were unavailable for comment
O O B I O O O O

nsubj

case

nmod

mwe_NNP xcomp case

nmod

Figure 3.1: Dependency tree from the MWE-Aware English Dependency Cor-
pus, imposing a “head” relationship between the words in the actually headless
MWE Mellon Capital. Also shown are MWE BIO labels.

portant to NLP applications. In the context of dependency-based syntactic pars-

ing, however, they pose an interesting representational challenge. Dependency-

graph formalisms for syntactic structure represent lexical items as nodes and

head-dominates-modifier/argument relations between lexical items as directed

arcs on the corresponding pair of nodes. Most words can be assigned clear

linguistically-motivated syntactic heads, but several frequently occurring phe-

nomena do not easily fit into this framework, including punctuation, coordi-

nating conjunctions, and “flat”, or headless MWEs. While the proper treatment

of headless constructions in dependency formalisms remains debated (Kahane

et al., 2017; Gerdes et al., 2018), many well-known dependency treebanks han-

dle MWEs by giving their component words a “default head”, which is not

indicative of a true dominance relation, but rather as “a tree encoding of a flat

structure without a syntactic head” (de Marneffe and Nivre, 2019, pg. 213). Fig-

ure 3.1 shows an example: the headless MWE “Mellon Capital” has its first word,

“Mellon”, marked as the “head” of “Capital”.

Despite the special status of flat structures in dependency tree annotations,

most state-of-the-art dependency parsers treat all annotated relations equally,

and thus do not distinguish between headed and headless constructions. When

headless-span identification (e.g., as part of named-entity recognition (NER)) is

the specific task at hand, begin-chunk/inside-chunk/outside-chunk (BIO) tag-
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ging (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995) is generally adopted. It is therefore natural

to ask whether parsers can be as accurate as taggers in identifying these “flat

branches” in dependency trees. Additionally, since parsing and tagging repre-

sent two different views of the same underlying structures, can joint decoding

that combines scores from the two modules and/or joint training under a multi-

task learning (MTL) framework derive more accurate models than parsing or

tagging alone?

To facilitate answering these questions, we introduce a joint decoder that

finds the maximum sum of scores from both BIO tagging and parsing decisions.

The joint decoder incorporates a special deduction item representing contin-

uous headless spans, while retaining the cubic-time efficiency of projective de-

pendency parsing. The outputs are consistent structures across the tagging view

and the parsing view.

We perform evaluation of the different strategies on the MWE-Aware En-

glish Dependency Corpus and treebanks for five additional languages from

the Universal Dependencies 2.2 corpus that have frequent multi-word headless

constructions. On average, we find taggers to be more accurate than parsers

at this task, providing 0.59% (1.42%) absolute higher F1 scores with(out) pre-

trained contextualized word representations. Our joint decoder combining

jointly-trained taggers and parsers further improves over the tagging strategy

by 0.69% (1.64%) absolute with(out) pre-trained contextualized word embed-

dings. This corroborates early evidence (Finkel and Manning, 2009) that joint

modeling with parsing improves over NER. We also show that neural rep-

resentation sharing through MTL is an effective strategy, as it accounts for a

large portion of our observed improvements. Our code is publicly available at
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https://github.com/tzshi/flat-mwe-parsing.

3.2 Background on Headless Structures

A (multi-word) headless construction, or flat structure, is a span of lexical items

that together reference a single concept and where no component is a syntacti-

cally more plausible candidate for the span’s head than any other component.

Examples are boldfaced in the following English sentences.

(1) Within the scope of this work:

a. ACL starts on July 5, 2020.

b. My bank is Wells Fargo.

c. The candidates matched each other insult for insult. (Jackendoff,

2008)

(1)a and (1)b show that dates and many named entities can be headless

constructions, suggesting that such constructions are frequent. Indeed, in the

MWE-Aware English Dependency Corpus (Kato et al., 2017), nearly half of the

sentences contain headless constructions, 75% of which are named entities. For

comparison, (2) shows examples of non-flat MWEs, which are also interesting

and important, but are not the focus of this chapter.

(2) Outside the scope of this work:

a. congressman at large (Sag et al., 2002) [head = “congressman”]

b. I have moved on. [verb-particle construction, head = “moved”]
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c. I take your argument into account. (Constant et al., 2017) [light-verb

construction, head = “take”]

Returning to headless MWEs, the choice of representation for headless spans

depends on the task. In named-entity recognition, such spans are often treated

as BIO tag sequences:1 for example, in Figure 3.1, “Mellon” is tagged as “B”

and “Capital” is tagged as “I”. In dependency parsing, where labeled dependency

arcs are the only way to express a syntactic analysis (short of treating MWEs as

atomic lexical items, which would result in a chicken-and-egg problem) is to im-

pose arcs within the MWE’s span. Different corpora adopt different annotation

conventions. The MWE-Aware English Dependency Corpus uses the arc label

mwe_NNP, as shown in Figure 3.1. The Universal Dependencies (UD; Nivre

et al., 2018a) annotation guidelines have all following tokens in such construc-

tions attached to the first one via arcs labeled flat, a choice that is admittedly “in

principle arbitrary”.2

The frequency of flat structures across different treebanks varies according

to language, genre, and even tokenization guidelines, among other factors. Ta-

ble 3.1 lists the UD 2.2 treebanks with the highest and lowest percentage of

flat relations. While the Korean treebank ko_gsd (with the highest percentage)

splits up most names into multiple tokens and connects them through flat, the

Japanese treebank ja_gsd (no flats at all) treats all names as compound nouns,

and thus represents them as having internal structure without any indication

that a special case has occurred.3 Figure 3.2 shows examples from the UD par-

1In this work, we adopt the original BIO tagset, which cannot properly represent discontin-
uous MWEs. See Schneider et al. (2014) for modified tagsets providing such support.

2https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/flat.html
3 Some flat structures can end up using other dependency labels such as compound, as a

result of the fact that many UD treebanks, including ja_gsd, are automatically converted from
non-UD style annotations. The UD annotations depend on how detailed the original syntactic
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Treebank (Language) % of flat
graphs

↓ arcs

19 treebanks with highest percentages:
ko_gsd (Korean) 67.84 15.35
id_gsd (Indonesian) 61.63 9.39
ca_ancora (Catalan) 41.11 3.32
nl_lassysmall (Dutch) 38.90 5.87
ar_nyuad (Arabic) 37.63 2.19
es_ancora (Spanish), sr_set (Serbian), it_postwita
(Italian), pt_bosque (Portuguese), pt_gsd (Por-
tuguese), fa_seraji (Persian), de_gsd (German),
hu_szeged (Hungarian), fr_gsd (French), es_gsd
(Spanish), he_htb (Hebrew), kk_ktb (Kazakh), be_hse
(Belarusian), nl_alpino (Dutch)

> 20.00

. . . . . .

12 treebanks without flat arcs:
cs_cltt (Czech), grc_perseus (Ancient Greek),
hi_hdtb (Hindi), ja_gsd (Japanese), ja_bccwj
(Japanese), la_ittb (Latin), la_perseus (Latin),
no_nynorsklia (Norwegian), swl_sslc (Swedish Sign
Language), ta_ttb (Tamil), ur_udtb (Urdu), vi_vtb
(Vietnamese)

0.00 0.00

Table 3.1: The UD 2.2 training treebanks with highest and lowest percentage of
flat arcs, out of 90 treebanks.
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It contains a monument to Martin Luther King , Jr.
O O O O O B I I I I

nsubj det

obj

case

nmod

flat
flat

punct
flat

Es beherbergt ein Denkmal für Martin Luther King , jr .
O O O O O B I I O O O

nsubj det

obj

case

nmod

flat

flat

punct

appos

punct

Possui um monumento a Martin Luther King Jr .
O O O O B I I O O

det

obj

case

nmod

flat

flat

compound
punct

Figure 3.2: An illustration of flat-structure annotation variation across treebanks: a set of parallel sentences, all containing
the conceptually headless MWE “Martin Luther King, Jr.” (underlined), from UD 2.2 (treebank code _pud) in English,
German, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, and Turkish (top to bottom, continued on the next page). The intent of this figure
is not to critique particular annotation decisions, but to demonstrate the notation, concepts, and data extraction methods
used in our work. To wit: Highlights/black-background indicate well-formed flat-MWE tree fragments according to the
principles listed in §3.4. BIO sequences are induced by the longest-spanning flat arcs. When there is a mismatch between
the highlighted tree fragments and the BI spans—here, in the German, Chinese and Turkish examples—it is because the
dependency trees do not fully conform to the UD annotation guidelines on headless structures. For example, the word
“King” in the German example is attached via a flat relation, so it should be but is not a leaf node (§3.4). See footnote 3
for the use of compound relations in the Portuguese and Japanese examples.
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裡面 有 馬丁 · 路德 · 金 （ Martin Luther King, Jr. ） 的 紀念碑 。

O O B I I I I O B I I I O O O O

nsubj

obl

punct

flat

punct

flat

punct

appos

flat
flat

flat

punct
case

obj
punct

ここ に は マーチン ルーサー キング Jr の モニュメント が ある 。

O O O O O O O O O O O O

iobj

case

case

compound

compound

compound

nmod

case

nsubj

case punct

Burada Martin Luther King , Jr’ye adanmış bir anıt bulunmaktadır .
O B I I I I O O O O O

advmod
advmod

flat
flat

punct

flat acl

det nsubj punct

Figure 3.2: (Continued from the previous page) An illustration of flat-structure annotation variation across treebanks: a
set of parallel sentences, all containing the conceptually headless MWE “Martin Luther King, Jr.” (underlined), from UD
2.2 (treebank code _pud) in English, German, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, and Turkish (top to bottom).
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allel treebanks, illustrating the diversity of annotation for the same sentence

rendered in different languages.

Overall, more than 20% of the treebanks in the UD 2.2 collection have flat

structures in more than 20% of their training-set sentences.4 Therefore, a pars-

ing approach taking into account the special status of headless structural repre-

sentations can potentially benefit models for a large number of languages and

treebanks.

3.2.1 Notation and Definitions

Formally, given an n-word sentence w = w1, w2, . . . , wn, we define its depen-

dency structure to be a graph G = (V, E). Each node in V corresponds to a

word in the sentence. Each (labeled) edge (h, m, r) ∈ E denotes a syntactic

relation labeled r between the head word wh and modifier word wm, where

h, m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and 0 denotes the dummy root of the sentence. Since we

work with dependency treebanks, we require that the edges in E form a tree.

To represent a multi-word headless span wi, . . . , wj, all subsequent words in the

span are attached to the beginning word wi, i.e., ∀k ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j}, (i, k, f) ∈ E,

where f is the special syntactic relation label denoting headless structures (flat

in UD annotation). Alternatively, one can also use a BIO tag sequence T =

(t1, t2, . . . , tn) ∈ {B, I, O}n to indicate the location of any headless spans within

w. The headless MWE span wi, . . . , wj has the corresponding tags ti = B and

∀k ∈ {i + 1, . . . , j}, tk = I; tokens outside any spans are assigned the tag O. We

call G and T consistent if they indicate the same set of headless spans for w.

analyses are and the accuracies of the conversion algorithms.
4Measured on the 90 treebanks with training splits.
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3.3 Three Approaches

We first present the standard approaches of edge-factored parsing (§3.3.2) and

tagging (§3.3.3) for extracting headless spans in dependency trees, and then in-

troduce a joint decoder (§3.3.4) that finds the global maximum among consistent

(tree structure, tag sequence) pairs.

3.3.1 Preliminaries

Given a length-n sentence w—which we henceforth denote with the variable x

for consistency with machine-learning conventions—we first extract contextual-

ized representations from the input to associate each word with a vector x0 (for

the dummy word “root”), x1, . . . , xn. We consider two common choices of fea-

ture extractors: (1) bi-directional long short-term memory networks (bi-LSTMs;

Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) which have been widely adopted in depen-

dency parsing (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016; Dozat and Manning, 2017) and

sequence tagging (Ma and Hovy, 2016); and (2) the Transformer-based (Vaswani

et al., 2017) BERT feature extractor (Devlin et al., 2019), pre-trained on large cor-

pora and known to provide superior accuracies on both tasks (Kitaev et al., 2019;

Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019). For BERT models, we fine-tune the representa-

tions from the final layer for our parsing and tagging tasks. When the BERT

tokenizer renders multiple tokens from a single pre-tokenized word, we follow

Kitaev et al. (2019) and use the BERT features from the last token as its repre-

sentation.
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3.3.2 (Edge-Factored) Parsing

Since we consider headless structures that are embedded inside parse trees, it

is natural to identify them through a rule-based post-processing step after full

parsing. Our parsing component replicates that of the state-of-the-art Che et al.

(2018) parser, which has the same parsing model as Dozat and Manning (2017).

We treat unlabelled parsing as a head selection problem (Zhang et al., 2017b)

with deep biaffine attention scoring:

hattach
i = MLPattach-head(xi)

mattach
j = MLPattach-mod(xj)

si,j = [hattach
i ; 1]>Uattach[mattach

j ; 1]

P(hj = i | x) = softmaxi(s:,j),

where MLPattach-head and MLPattach-mod are multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) that

project contextualized representations into a d-dimensional space; [·; 1] indicates

appending an extra entry of 1 to the vector; Uatt ∈ R(d+1)×(d+1) generates a

score si,j for wj attaching to wi (which we can then refer to as the head of wj,

hj); a softmax function defines a probability distribution over all syntactic head

candidates in the argument vector (we use the range operator “:” to evoke a

vector); and, recall, we represent potential heads as integers, so that we may

write hj = i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. The model for arc labeling employs an analogous

deep biaffine scoring function:

hrel
i = MLPrel-head(xi)

mrel
j = MLPrel-mod(xj)

vi,j,r = [hrel
i ; 1]>Urel

r [mrel
j ; 1]

P(rj = r | x, hj = i) = softmaxr(vi,j,:),
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where rj is the arc label between whj and wj. The objective for training the parser

is to minimize the cumulative negative log-likelihood

Lparse = ∑
(i∗,j∗,r∗)∈E

[− log P(hj∗ = i∗ | x)

− log P(ri = r∗ | x, hj∗ = i∗)].

After the model predicts a full parse, we extract headless structures as the tokens

“covered” by the longest-spanning f -arcs ( f = flat in UD).

3.3.3 Tagging

For extracting spans in texts, if one chooses to ignore the existence of parse trees,

BIO tagging is a natural choice. We treat the decision for the label of each token

as an individual multi-class classification problem. We let

P(ti = t | x) = softmaxt(MLPtag(xi)),

where MLPtag has 3 output units corresponding to the scores for tags B, I and O

respectively.5

We train the tagger to minimize

Ltag = ∑
i
− log P(ti = t∗i | x),

where t∗ corresponds to the gold BIO sequence. During inference, we pre-

dict the BIO tags independently at each token position and interpret the tag

5Sequence tagging is traditionally handled by conditional random fields (Lafferty et al., 2001,
CRFs). However, in recent experiments using contextualized representations on tagging (Clark
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019), CRF-style loss functions provide little, if any, performance gains
compared with simple multi-class classification solutions, at slower training speeds, to boot.
Our preliminary experiments with both bi-LSTM and BERT-based encoders corroborate these
findings, and thus we report results trained without CRFs.
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Axioms:
R-INIT:

i i
: log P(ti = O)

L-INIT:
i i

: 0

R-MWE:
i j

: δ(i, j)
,

where δ(i, j) = log P(ti = B) + ∑
j
k=i+1 (log P(tk = I) + log P(hk = i))

Deduction Rules:

R-COMB:
i k

: s1 k j
: s2

i j
: s1 + s2

R-LINK:
i k

: s1
k + 1 j

: s2

i j
: s1 + s2 + log P(hj = i)

L-COMB:
j k

: s1
k i

: s2

j i
: s1 + s2

L-LINK:
jk− 1

: s1
k i

: s2

j i
: s1 + s2 + log P(hj = i)

Figure 3.3: Eisner’s (1996) algorithm adapted to parsing headless structures (un-
labeled case), our modifications highlighted in blue. All deduction items are
annotated with their scores. R-MWE combines BIO tagging scores and head
selection parsing scores. We need no L-MWE because of the rightward headless-
structure-arc convention.

sequence as a set of MWE spans. As a post-processing step, we discard all

single-token spans, since the task is to predict multi-word spans.

3.3.4 A Joint Decoder

A parser and a tagger take two different views of the same underlying data. It

is thus reasonable to hypothesize that a joint decoding process that combines

the scores from the two models might yield more accurate predictions. In this

section, we propose such a joint decoder to find the parser+tagger-consistent
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structure with the highest product of probabilities. Formally, if Y is the output

space for all consistent parse tree structures and BIO tag sequences, for y ∈ Y

with components consisting of tags ti, head assignments hi, and relation labels

ri, our decoder aims to find ŷ satisfying

ŷ = arg max
y∈Y

P(y | x),

where

P(y | x) = ∏
i

P(ti | x)P(hi | x)P(ri | x, hi).

Figure 3.3 illustrates our joint decoder in the unlabeled case.6 It builds

on Eisner’s (1996) decoder for projective dependency parsing. In addition to

having single-word spans as axioms in the deduction system, we further al-

low multi-word spans to enter the decoding procedures through the axiom R-

MWE. Any initial single-word spans receive an O-tag score for that word, while

the newly introduced MWE spans receive B-tag, I-tag, attachment and relation

scores that correspond to the two consistent views of the same structure. The

time complexity for this decoding algorithm remains the same O(n3) as the orig-

inal Eisner algorithm.

During training, we let the parser and the tagger share the same contextual-

ized representation x and optimize a linearly interpolated joint objective

Ljoint = λLparse + (1− λ)Ltag,

where λ is a hyper-parameter adjusting the relative weight of each module.7

This is an instance of multi-task learning (MTL; Caruana, 1993, 1997). MTL has
6In the labeled case, the parser further adds the arc-labeling scores to the R-MWE and LINK

rules.
7The joint decoder combines tagging and parsing scores regardless of whether the two mod-

ules are jointly trained. However, since feature extraction is the most time-consuming step in
our neural models, especially with BERT-based feature extractors, it is most practical to save
memory and time by sharing common feature representations across modules.
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proven to be a successful technique (Collobert and Weston, 2008) on its own;

thus, in our experiments, we compare the joint decoder and using the MTL

strategy alone.

3.4 Experiments

Data We perform experiments on the MWE-Aware English Dependency Cor-

pus (Kato et al., 2017) and treebanks selected from Universal Dependencies 2.2

(UD; Nivre et al., 2018a) for having frequent occurrences of headless MWE

structures. The MWE-Aware English Dependency Corpus provides automat-

ically unified named-entity annotations based on OntoNotes 5.0 (Weischedel

et al., 2013) and Stanford-style dependency trees (de Marneffe and Manning,

2008). We extract MWE spans according to mwe_NNP dependency relations.

We choose the UD treebanks based on two basic properties that hold for flat

structures conforming to the UD annotation guidelines: (1) all words that are

attached via flat relations must be leaf nodes and (2) all words within a flat span

should be attached to a common “head” word, and each arc label should be ei-

ther flat or punct.8 For each treebank, we compute its compliance ratio, defined as

the percentage of its trees containing flat arc labels that satisfy both properties

above; and we filter out those with compliance ratios below 90%.9 We rank the

remaining treebanks by their ratios of flat relations among all dependency arcs,

8punct inside a headless span is often used for hyphens and other internal punctuation in
named entities. See the English sentence in Figure 3.2 for an example.

9The two properties defined in the UD guidelines for headless structures provide us with a
common basis for uniform treatment across languages and treebanks. Unfortunately, the two
properties can be violated quite often, due to issues in annotation and automatic treebank con-
version into UD style. In 6 out of the top 10 treebanks containing the most flat relations, (at
least one of) these properties are violated in more than 35% of the sentences with flat relations
and have to be excluded from our experiments. We hope that ongoing community effort in data
curation will facilitate evaluation on more diverse languages.
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Treebank # tokens # headless % # headless Average Compliance
arcs spans span length ratio

English 731,677 32,065 4.38% 16,997 2.89 100.00%

U
D

2.
2

de_gsd 263,804 6,786 2.57% 5,663 2.59 93.00%
it_postwita 99,441 2,733 2.75% 2,277 2.26 94.89%
nl_alpino 186,046 4,734 2.54% 3,269 2.45 100.00%
nl_lassysmall 75,134 4,408 5.87% 3,018 2.46 99.82%
no_nynorsk 245,330 5,578 2.27% 3,670 2.54 99.78%
pt_bosque 206,739 5,375 2.60% 4,310 2.25 97.38%

Table 3.2: Dataset statistics. Language codes: de=German; it=Italian; nl=Dutch; no=Norwegian; pt=Portuguese.
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and pick those with ratios higher than 2%. Six treebanks representing 5 lan-

guages, German (McDonald et al., 2013), Italian (Sanguinetti et al., 2018), Dutch

(Bouma and van Noord, 2017), Norwegian (Solberg et al., 2014) and Portuguese

(Rademaker et al., 2017), are selected for our experiments.10 Data statistics are

given in Table 3.2. To construct gold-standard BIO labels, we extract MWE spans

according to the longest-spanning arcs that correspond to headless structures.

Implementation Details We use 3-layer bi-LSTMs where each layer has

400 dimensions in both directions and the inputs are concatenations of 100-

dimensional randomly-initialized word embeddings with the final hidden vec-

tors of 256-dimensional single-layer character-based bi-LSTMs; for BERT, we

use pre-trained cased multi-lingual BERT models11 and fine-tune the weights.

We adopt the parameter settings of Dozat and Manning (2017) and use 500 and

100 dimensions for Uatt and Urel
r , respectively. The MLPs in the taggers have

500 hidden dimensions. We use a dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) rate of 0.33, a

single hidden layer, and a ReLU activation function (Nair and Hinton, 2010) for

all MLPs. The models are trained with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,

2015) using a batch size of 16 sentences. The learning rates are set to 1× 10−3

for bi-LSTMs and 1 × 10−5 for BERT initially and then multiplied by a factor

of 0.1 if the performance on the development set stops improving within 3200

training iterations. For the parsing models, we use the projective Eisner (1996)

decoder algorithm. For the joint training and joint decoding models, we tune

λ ∈ {0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9} for each treebank independently and fix the set-

10It is a coincidence that all the selected languages are Indo-European (IE). Although there
are some non-IE treebanks with high flat ratio, such as Korean (see Table 3.1), the annotated
structures frequently break one or both of the basic properties. See Figure 3.2 for violation
examples.

11https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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tings based on the best dev-set scores. We run each model with 5 different ran-

dom seeds and report the mean and standard deviation for each setting.

Main Results We report F1 scores based on multi-word headless-structure ex-

traction. Table 3.4 compares different strategies for identifying headless MWEs

in parse trees. Tagging is consistently better than parsing except for two tree-

banks with the BERT feature extractor. Tagging beats parsing in all but two

combinations of treebank and feature extractor. As hypothesized, our joint de-

coder improves over both strategies by 0.69% (1.64%) absolute through com-

bined decisions from parsing and tagging with(out) BERT. We also compare the

joint decoding setting with MTL training strategy alone. While joint decoding

yields superior F1 scores, MTL is responsible for a large portion of the gains: it

accounts for over half of the average gains with bi-LSTMs, and when we use

pre-trained BERT feature extractors, the accuracies of jointly-trained taggers are

essentially as good as joint decoding models.

Interestingly, the choice of feature extractors also has an effect on the perfor-

mance gap between parsers and taggers. With bi-LSTMs, tagging is 1.42% abso-

lute F1 higher than parsing, and the gap is mitigated through MTL. While pre-

trained BERT reduces the performance difference dramatically down to 0.59%

absolute, MTL no longer helps parsers overcome this gap. Additionally, we

observe that MTL helps both parsing and tagging models, demonstrating that

the two views of the same underlying structures are complementary to each

other and that learning both can be beneficial to model training. By resolv-

ing such representational discrepancies, joint decoding exhibits further accu-

racy improvement.
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Treebank Our CoNLL 2018
Parsers Best

de_gsd 80.65 80.36
it_ostwita 79.33 79.39
nl_alpino 89.78 89.56
nl_lassysmall 87.96 86.84
no_nynorsk 90.44 90.99
pt_bosque 89.25 87.81

Table 3.3: Comparison of our (non-MTL) parsing models with the best-
performing systems (Che et al., 2018; Qi et al., 2018) from the CoNLL 2018
shared task, measured by labeled attachment scores (LAS, %).
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w/ bi-LSTM Compl. MTL Joint
Treebank Ratio ↓ Parsing Tagging Parsing Tagging Decoding

English 100.00 91.24±0.60 91.81±0.45 93.00±0.83 93.24±0.76 93.49±0.43
U

D
2.

2

nl_alpino 100.00 72.66±1.73 74.94±1.00 77.29±0.80 75.58±1.18 79.65±1.05
nl_lassysmall 99.82 76.44±1.56 77.98±1.56 78.13±0.98 77.58±1.17 78.92±1.00
no_nynorsk 99.78 85.34±0.81 87.67±0.90 86.72±0.76 87.44±0.76 88.40±0.39
pt_bosque 97.38 89.55±1.10 90.97±0.46 91.30±0.75 92.07±1.04 90.63±1.56
it_postwita 94.89 75.35±1.05 76.37±1.72 78.46±1.08 77.87±0.57 78.38±1.04
de_gsd 93.00 63.32±1.36 64.10±1.31 64.81±2.05 65.07±1.35 65.86±1.34

Average 79.13 80.55 81.39 81.26 82.19

w/ BERT Compl. MTL Joint
Treebank Ratio ↓ Parsing Tagging Parsing Tagging Decoding

English 100.00 94.98±0.26 95.45±0.23 95.01±0.20 95.86±0.19 95.51±0.58

U
D

2.
2

nl_alpino 100.00 83.87±1.61 83.32±1.01 84.65±1.48 85.90±1.51 86.61±1.52
nl_lassysmall 99.82 87.16±1.20 87.52±0.59 88.10±0.80 87.68±0.78 88.35±0.49
no_nynorsk 99.78 92.16±0.93 93.48±0.48 92.45±0.34 93.11±0.21 93.08±0.62
pt_bosque 97.38 92.98±0.82 93.47±0.55 93.42±0.65 93.85±0.57 94.01±0.19
it_postwita 94.89 80.80±1.51 80.80±1.52 80.90±1.78 81.33±0.43 80.83±1.20
de_gsd 93.00 68.21±1.43 70.28±0.70 70.04±1.14 71.05±1.12 70.72±0.90

Average 85.74 86.33 86.37 86.97 87.02

Table 3.4: Flat-structure identification test-set F1 scores (%) with bi-LSTM (top) and BERT (bottom). The cell with the best
result for each treebank has blue shading; results within one standard deviation of the best are bolded.
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Evaluation of the Strengths of Our Parsing Models To confirm that we work

with reasonable parsing models, we compare our parsers with those in the

CoNLL 2018 shared task (Zeman et al., 2018). The shared task featured an

end-to-end parsing task, requiring all levels of text processing including tok-

enization, POS tagging, morphological analysis, etc. We focus on the parsing

task only, and predict syntactic trees based on sentences tokenized by the Qi

et al. (2018) submission.12 Table 3.3 shows that our parsing models are highly

competitive with the current state-of-the-art. Indeed, on four out of the six tree-

banks we selected for their density of flat structures, our baseline models actu-

ally achieve higher labeled attachment scores (LAS) than the the top scorer did

in the official shared task.

Do MTL and Joint Decoding Help Parsing Performance? In terms of depen-

dency parsing accuracies, we confirm that our parsing-only models achieve

state-of-the-art performance on the UD treebanks, but there are no significant

differences in parsing results among parsing-only, MTL and jointly-decoded

models (See Table 3.5). This fact can be explained by the relatively low ratios

of flat relations and the already-high base performance: the room for improve-

ment on the standard LAS metrics is quite small.

3.5 Further Related Work

Syntactic analysis in conjunction with MWE identification is an important line

of research (Wehrli, 2000). The span-based representations that form the ba-

12We thank the shared task participants and the organizers for making system predictions
available at https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-2885.
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w/ bi-LSTM Compl. MTL Joint
Treebank Ratio ↓ Parsing Parsing Decoding

English 100.00 89.30±0.41 89.39±0.67 89.77±0.52

U
D

2.
2

nl_alpino 100.00 81.97±1.27 82.57±0.99 82.79±0.77
nl_lassysmall 99.82 82.06±1.30 82.90±0.64 81.55±1.26
no_nynorsk 99.78 86.54±0.50 86.35±0.37 86.65±0.64
pt_bosque 97.38 84.29±2.15 84.48±1.61 85.28±0.25
it_postwita 94.89 77.39±0.69 76.75±1.29 76.59±1.46
de_gsd 93.00 76.66±0.64 76.35±0.83 75.22±1.98

Average 82.60 82.69 82.55

w/ BERT Compl. MTL Joint
Treebank Ratio ↓ Parsing Parsing Decoding

English 100.00 93.73±0.24 93.52±0.17 93.38±0.39

U
D

2.
2

nl_alpino 100.00 89.82±0.55 89.95±0.41 89.86±0.59
nl_lassysmall 99.82 89.78±0.46 89.76±0.17 89.67±0.16
no_nynorsk 99.78 90.77±0.20 90.98±0.38 90.85±0.32
pt_bosque 97.38 89.78±0.32 89.51±0.39 89.79±0.39
it_postwita 94.89 81.61±0.32 81.70±0.14 81.53±0.63
de_gsd 93.00 81.51±0.23 81.74±0.23 81.52±0.17

Average 88.14 88.17 88.09

Table 3.5: Dependency-parsing labeled attachment scores (LAS, %) on the test
sets with bi-LSTM (top) and BERT (bottom) feature extractors. The cell con-
taining the best result for each treebank has blue shading; results within one
standard deviation of the best are in boldface.

sis of phrase-structure trees (as opposed to dependency trees) are arguably di-

rectly compatible with headless spans. This motivates approaches using joint

constituency-tree representations based on context-free grammars (Arun and

Keller, 2005; Constant et al., 2013) and tree substitution grammars (Green et al.,

2011, 2013). Finkel and Manning (2009) add new phrasal nodes to denote named

entities, enabling statistical parsers trained on this modified representation to

produce both parse trees and named entity spans simultaneously. Le Roux et al.

(2014) use dual decomposition to develop a joint system that combines phrase-

structure parsers and taggers for compound recognition. These approaches
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do not directly transfer to dependency-based representations since dependency

trees do not explicitly represent phrases.

In the context of dependency parsing, Eryiğit et al. (2011) report that MWE

annotations have a large impact on parsing. They find that the dependency

parsers are more accurate when MWE spans are not unified into single lexical

items. Similar to the phrase-structure case, Candito and Constant (2014) con-

sider MWE identification as a side product of dependency parsing into joint rep-

resentations. This parse-then-extract strategy is widely adopted (Vincze et al.,

2013; Nasr et al., 2015; Simkó et al., 2017). Waszczuk et al. (2019) introduce

additional parameterized scoring functions for the arc labelers and use global

decoding to produce consistent structures during arc-labeling steps once unla-

beled dependency parse trees are predicted. Our work additionally proposes

a joint decoder that combines the scores from both parsers and taggers. Al-

ternative approaches to graph-based joint parsing and MWE identification in-

clude transition-based (Constant and Nivre, 2016) and easy-first (Constant et al.,

2016) dependency parsing. These approaches typically rely on greedy decoding,

whereas our joint decoder finds the globally optimal solution through dynamic

programming.

Our work only focuses on a subset of MWEs that do not have internal struc-

tures. There is substantial research interest in the broad area of MWEs (Sag et al.,

2002; Constant et al., 2017) including recent releases of datasets (Schneider and

Smith, 2015), editions of shared tasks (Savary et al., 2017; Ramisch et al., 2018)

and workshops (Savary et al., 2018, 2019). We leave it to future work to extend

the comparison and combination of taggers and dependency parsers to other

MWE constructions.
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3.6 Chapter Summary and Future Work

Our work provides an empirical comparison of different strategies for extract-

ing headless MWEs from dependency parse trees: parsing, tagging, and joint

modeling. Experiments on the MWE-Aware English Dependency Corpus and

UD 2.2 across five languages show that tagging, a widely-used methodology

for extracting spans from texts, is more accurate than parsing for this task.

When using bi-LSTM (but not BERT) representations, our proposed joint de-

coder reaches higher F1 scores than either of the two other strategies, by combin-

ing scores of the two different and complementary representations of the same

structures. We also show that most of the gains stem from a multi-task learning

strategy that shares common neural representations between the parsers and

the taggers.

An interesting additional use-case for our joint decoder is when a down-

stream task, e.g., relation extraction, requires output structures from both a

parser and a tagger. Our joint decoder can find the highest-scoring consistent

structures among all candidates, and thus has the potential to provide simpler

model designs in downstream applications.

Our study has been limited to a few treebanks in UD partially due to large

variations and inconsistencies across different treebanks. Future community ef-

forts on a unified representation of flat structures for all languages would facil-

itate further research on linguistically-motivated treatments of headless struc-

tures in “headful” dependency treebanks.

Another limitation of our current work is that our joint decoder only pro-

duces projective dependency parse trees. To handle non-projectivity, one possi-
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ble solution is pseudo-projective parsing (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005). We leave it

to future work to design a non-projective decoder for joint parsing and headless

structure extraction.
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CHAPTER 4

ENHANCED GRAPHS

The previous two chapters focus on tree structures for dependency-based

syntactic analysis, while in contrast, this chapter presents our contribution to

the IWPT 2021 shared task on parsing into enhanced Universal Dependencies,

which are connected graphs instead of trees. Our main system component is

a hybrid tree-graph parser that integrates (a) predictions of spanning trees for

the enhanced graphs with (b) additional graph edges not present in the span-

ning trees. We also adopt a finetuning strategy where we first train a language-

generic parser on the concatenation of data from all available languages, and

then, in a second step, finetune on each individual language separately. Addi-

tionally, we develop our own complete set of pre-processing modules relevant

to the shared task, including tokenization, sentence segmentation, and multi-

word token expansion, based on pre-trained XLM-R models and our own pre-

training of character-level language models. Our submission reaches a macro-

average ELAS of 89.24 on the test set. It ranks top among all teams, with a mar-

gin of more than 2 absolute ELAS over the next best-performing submission,

and best score on 16 out of 17 languages.

4.1 Introduction

The Universal Dependencies (UD; Nivre et al., 2016, 2020) initiative aims to pro-

vide cross-linguistically consistent annotations for dependency-based syntactic

analysis, and includes a large collection of treebanks (202 for 114 languages in

UD 2.8). Progress on the UD parsing problem has been steady (Zeman et al.,

2017, 2018), but existing approaches mostly focus on parsing into basic UD trees,
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where bilexical dependency relations among surface words must form single-

rooted trees. While these trees indeed contain rich syntactic information, the

adherence to tree representations can be insufficient for certain constructions in-

cluding coordination, gapping, relative clauses, and argument sharing through

control and raising (Schuster and Manning, 2016).

The IWPT 2020 (Bouma et al., 2020) and 2021 (Bouma et al., 2021) shared

tasks focus on parsing into enhanced UD format, where the representation is

connected graphs, rather than rooted trees. The extension from trees to graphs

allows direct treatment of a wider range of syntactic phenomena, but it also

poses a research challenge: how to design parsers suitable for such enhanced

UD graphs.

To address this setting, we propose to use a tree-graph hybrid parser lever-

aging the following key observation: since an enhanced UD graph must be con-

nected, it must contain a spanning tree as a sub-graph. These spanning trees

may differ from basic UD trees, but still allow us to use existing techniques

developed for dependency parsing, including applying algorithms for finding

maximum spanning trees to serve as accurate global decoders. Any additional

dependency relations in the enhanced graphs not appearing in the spanning

trees are then predicted on a per-edge basis. We find that this tree-graph hybrid

approach results in more accurate predictions compared to a dependency graph

parser that is combined with postprocessing steps to fix any graph connectivity

issues.

Besides the enhanced graphs, the shared task setting poses two additional

challenges. Firstly, the evaluation is on 17 languages from 4 language families,

and not all the languages have large collections of annotated data: the lowest-
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resource language, Tamil, contains merely 400 training sentences — more than

two magnitudes smaller than what is available for Czech, the language with the

most annotations in the shared task. To facilitate knowledge sharing between

high-resource and low-resource languages, we develop a two-stage finetuning

strategy: we first train a language-generic model on the concatenation of all

available training treebanks from all languages provided by the shared task,

and then finetune on each language individually.

Secondly, the shared task demands parsing from raw text. This requires ac-

curate text processing pipelines including modules for tokenization, sentence

splitting, and multi-word token expansion, in addition to enhanced UD pars-

ing. We build our own models for all these components; notably, we pre-

train character-level masked language models on Wikipedia data, leading to im-

provements on tokenization, the first component in the text processing pipeline.

Our multi-word token expanders combine the strengths of pre-trained learning-

based models and rule-based approaches, and achieve robust results, especially

on low-resource languages.

Our system submission integrates the aforementioned solutions to the three

main challenges given by the shared task, and ranks top among all submissions,

with a macro-average EULAS of 90.16 and ELAS of 89.24. Our system gives the

best evaluation scores on all languages except for Arabic, and has large mar-

gins (more than 5 absolute ELAS) over the second-best systems on Tamil and

Lithuanian, which are among languages with the smallest training treebanks.
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4.2 TGIF: Tree-Graph Integrated-Format Parser for Enhanced

UD

4.2.1 Tree and Graph Representations for Enhanced UD

The basic syntactic layer in UD is a single-rooted labeled dependency tree for

each sentence, whereas the enhanced UD layer only requires that the set of de-

pendency edges for each sentence form a connected graph. In these connected

graphs, each word may have multiple parents, there may be multiple roots for a

sentence, and the graphs may contain cycles, but there must exist one path from

at least one of the roots to each node.1

Accompanying the increase in expressiveness of the enhanced UD repre-

sentation is the challenge to produce structures that correctly satisfy graph-

connectivity constraints during model inference. We summarize the existing

solutions proposed for the previous run of the shared task at IWPT 2020 (Bouma

et al., 2020) into four main categories:

• Tree-based: since the overlap between the enhanced UD graphs and the

basic UD trees are typically significant, and any deviations tend to be lo-

calized and tied to one of several certain syntactic constructions (e.g, argu-

ment sharing in a control structure), one can repurpose tree-based parsers

for producing enhanced UD graphs. This category of approaches include

packing the additional edges from an enhanced graph into the basic tree

1Enhanced UD graphs additionally allow insertion of phonologically-empty nodes to re-
cover elided elements in gapping constructions. This is currently beyond the scope our system
and we use pre- and post-processing collapsing steps to handle empty nodes (§4.5).
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(Kanerva et al., 2020) and using either rule-based or learning-based ap-

proaches to convert a basic UD tree into an enhanced UD graph (Heinecke,

2020; Dehouck et al., 2020; Attardi et al., 2020; Ek and Bernardy, 2020).2

• Graph-based: alternatively, one can directly focus on the enhanced UD

graph with a semantic dependency graph parser that predicts the exis-

tence and label of each candidate dependency edge. But there is generally

no guarantee that the set of predicted edges will form a connected graph,

so a post-processing step is typically employed to fix any connectivity is-

sues. This category of approaches includes the work of Wang et al. (2020),

Barry et al. (2020), and Grünewald and Friedrich (2020).3

• Transition-based: Hershcovich et al. (2020) adapt a transition-based solu-

tion. Their system explicitly handles empty nodes through a specialized

transition for inserting them; it relies on additional post-processing to en-

sure connectivity.

• Tree-Graph Integrated: He and Choi (2020) integrate a tree parser and a

graph parser,4 where the tree parser produces the basic UD tree, and the

graph parser predicts any additional edges. During inference, all nodes

are automatically connected through the tree parser, and the graph parser

allows flexibility in producing graph structures.5

The tree-based approaches are prone to error propagation, since the predic-

2The same idea has also been applied to the task of conjunction propagation prediction (e.g.,
Grünewald et al., 2021).

3Barry et al.’s (2020) parsers use basic UD trees as features, but the output space is not re-
stricted by the basic trees.

4He and Choi (2020) describe their combo as an “ensemble” but we prefer the term “integra-
tion” for both their method and ours (which is inspired by theirs), since the two components
are not, strictly speaking, targeting same structures.

5The main difference from the tree-based approaches is that the search space for additional
graph edges is unaffected by the predictions of basic UD trees in an integrated approach.
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the book that I read
det

acl:relcl
obj

nsubj

det nsubjref
obj

acl:relcl

Figure 4.1: An example with basic UD and enhanced UD annotations above and
below the text respectively. The extracted spanning tree (§4.2.2) is bolded and is
different from the basic UD tree.

tions of the enhanced layer rely heavily on the accuracy of basic UD tree pars-

ing. The graph-based and transition-based approaches natively produce graph

structures, but they require post-processing to ensure connectivity. Our system

is a tree-graph integrated-format parser that combines the strengths of the avail-

able global inference algorithms for tree parsing and the flexibility of a graph

parser, without the need to use post-processing to fix connectivity issues.

4.2.2 Spanning Tree Extraction

A connected graph must contain a spanning tree, and conversely, if we first pre-

dict a spanning tree over all nodes, and subsequently add additional edges, then

the resulting graph remains connected. Indeed, this property is leveraged in

some previously-proposed connectivity post-processing steps (e.g., Wang et al.,

2020), but extracting a spanning tree based on scores from graph-prediction

models creates a mismatch between training and inference. He and Choi (2020)

instead train tree parsers and graph parsers separately and combine their pre-

diction during inference, but their tree parsers are trained on basic UD trees

whose edges are not always present in the enhanced UD layer.

Our solution refines He and Choi’s (2020) approach: we train tree parsers
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to predict spanning trees extracted from the enhanced UD graphs, instead of

basic UD trees, to minimize train-test mismatch. See Figure 4.1 for an example.

Spanning tree extraction is in essence assignment of unique head nodes to all

nodes in a graph, subject to tree constraints. For consistent extraction, we apply

the following rules:

• If a node has a unique head in the enhanced graph, there is no ambiguity

in head assignment.

• If a basic UD edge is present among the set of incoming edges to a given

node, include that basic UD edge in the spanning tree.

• Otherwise, there must be multiple incoming edges, none of which are

present in the basic UD tree. We pick the parent node that is the “highest”,

i.e., the closest to the root node, in the gold-standard basic tree annotation.

The above head assignment steps do not formally guarantee that the ex-

tracted structures will be trees, but empirically, we observe that the extraction

results are indeed trees for all training sentences.

4.2.3 Parameterization

Our parser architecture is adapted from that of Dozat and Manning (2017, 2018),

which forms the basis for the prior graph-based approaches in the IWPT 2020

shared task. We predict unlabeled edges and labels separately, and for the unla-

beled edges, we use a combination of a tree parser and a graph-edge prediction

module.
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Representation The first step is to extract contextual representations. For this

purpose, we use the pre-trained XLM-R model (Conneau et al., 2020), which is

trained on multilingual CommonCrawl data and supports all 17 languages in

the shared task. The XLM-R feature extractor is finetuned along with model train-

ing. Given a length-n input sentence x = x1, . . . , xn and layer l, we extract

[xl
0, xl

1, . . . , xl
n] = XLM-Rl(<s>, x1, . . . , xn, </s>),

where inputs to the XLM-R model are a concatenated sequence of word pieces

from each UD word, we denote the layer-l vector corresponding to the last word

piece in the word xi as xl
i , and the dummy root representations x0 are taken from

the special <s> token at the beginning of the sequence.

Deep Biaffine Function All our parsing components use deep biaffine func-

tions (DBFs), which score the interactions between pairs of words:

DBF(i, j) =vhead>
i Uvmod

j + bhead · vhead
i

+ bmod · vmod
j + b,

where vhead
i and vmod

j are non-linearly transformed vectors from weighted av-

erage XLM-R vectors across different layers:

vhead
i = ReLU

(
Whead ∑l

eαhead
l

∑l′ e
αhead

l′
xl

i

)
,

and vmod
j is defined similarly. Each DBF has its own trainable weight matrices

U, Whead, and Wmod, vectors bhead and bmod, and scalars b, {αhead
l } and {αmod

l }.

Tree Parser To estimate the probabilities of head attachment for each token wj,

we define

P(head(wj) = wi) = softmaxi(DBFtree(i, j)).
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The tree parsing models are trained with cross-entropy loss, and we use a non-

projective maximum spanning tree algorithm (Chu and Liu, 1965; Edmonds,

1967) for global inference.

Graph Parser In addition to the spanning trees, we make independent predic-

tions on the existence of any extra edges in the enhanced UD graphs by

P(∃edge wi → wj) = sigmoid(DBFgraph(i, j)).

We train the graph parsing model with a cross entropy objective, and during

inference, any edges with probabilities ≥ 0.5 are included in the outputs.

Relation Labeler For each edge in the unlabeled graph, we predict the relation

label via

P(lbl(wi → wj) = r) = softmaxr(DBFrel-r(i, j)),

where we have as many deep biaffine functions as the number of candidate

relation labels in the data. To reduce the large number of potential labels due

to lexicalization, the relation labeler operates on a de-lexicalized version of the

labels, and then a re-lexicalization step expands the predicted labels into their

full forms (§4.5).

Training The above three components are separately parameterized, and dur-

ing training, we optimize for the sum of their corresponding cross-entropy loss

functions.
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Language Direct Training Generic FinetunedGraph+Fix Tree-Graph

Arabic 80.34 80.30 80.57 80.63
Bulgarian 91.81 92.00 91.69 92.30
Czech 92.93 92.98 92.94 92.98
Dutch 92.14 92.13 92.03 92.21
English 88.38 88.51 88.44 88.83
Estonian 89.53 89.42 89.22 89.40
Finnish 91.97 92.10 91.84 92.48
French 94.46 94.51 94.26 95.52
Italian 93.04 93.24 93.26 93.41
Latvian 88.47 88.42 88.38 89.78
Lithuanian 90.57 90.63 90.47 90.85
Polish 91.28 91.48 91.28 91.63
Russian 93.47 93.50 93.37 93.47
Slovak 93.70 93.83 94.00 95.44
Swedish 90.35 90.48 90.33 91.57
Tamil 66.24 66.82 67.35 68.95
Ukrainian 92.98 92.94 93.24 93.89

Average 89.51 89.61 89.57 90.20

Table 4.1: Dev-set ELAS (%) results, comparing graph parsers with connectivity-
fixing postprocessing against tree-graph integrated models (§4.2) and compar-
ing parsers trained directly on each language, generic-language parsers, and
parsers finetuned on individual languages from the generic-language check-
point (§4.3).

4.2.4 Empirical Comparisons

In Table 4.1, we compare our tree-graph integrated-format parser with a fully

graph-based approach. The graph-based baseline uses the same feature extrac-

tor, graph parser, and relation labeler modules, but it omits the tree parser for

producing spanning trees, and we apply post-processing steps to ensure con-

nectivity of the output graphs. Our tree-graph integrated-format parser outper-

forms the graph-based baseline on 12 out of the 17 test languages (binomial test,

p = 0.07).
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4.3 TGIF: Two-Stage Generic- to Individual-Language Finetun-

ing

In addition to the tree-graph integration approach, our system submission also

features a two-stage finetuning strategy. We first train a language-generic model

on the concatenation of all available training treebanks in the shared task data

regardless of their source languages, and then finetune on each individual lan-

guage in a second step.

This two-stage finetuning strategy is designed to encourage knowledge

sharing across different languages, especially from high-resource languages to

lower-resource ones. In our experiment results as reported in Table 4.1, we

find that this strategy is indeed beneficial for the majority of languages, espe-

cially those with small training corpora (e.g., 2.13 and 1.01 absolute ELAS im-

provements on Tamil and French respectively), though this comes at the price

of slightly decreased accuracies on high-resource languages (e.g., −0.02 on Es-

tonian and −0.03 on Russian). Additionally, we find that the language-generic

model achieves reasonably competitive performance when compared with the

set of models directly trained on each individual language. This suggests that

practitioners may opt to use a single model for parsing all languages if there is

a need to lower disk and memory footprints, without much loss in accuracy.

4.4 Pre-TGIF: Pre-Training Grants Improvements Full-Stack

Inspired by the recent success of pre-trained language models on a wide range

of NLP tasks (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2020, inter
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Component Pre-trained Handwritten
Rules Lexicons

Tokenizer
Sentence splitter
MWT expander
Lemmatizer

Table 4.2: Main technologies used in our text-processing pipeline modules. The
handwritten rules and lexicons are extracted from or tuned on the training data.

alia), we build our own text processing pipeline based on pre-trained language

models. Due to limited time and resources, we only focus on components rel-

evant to the shared task, which include tokenization, sentence splitting, and

multi-word token (MWT) expansion. We summarize the main features of our

processing pipeline in Table 4.2.

4.4.1 Tokenizers with Character-Level Masked Language Model

Pre-Training

We follow state-of-the-art strategies (Qi et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2021) for tok-

enization and model the task as a tagging problem on sequences of characters.

But in contrast to prior methods where tokenization and sentence segmentation

are bundled into the same prediction stage, we tackle tokenization in isolation,

and for each character, we make a binary prediction as to whether a token ends

at the current character position or not.

An innovation in our tokenization is that we finetune character-based lan-

guage models trained on Wikipedia data. In contrast, existing approaches typi-

cally use randomly-initialized models (Qi et al., 2020) or use pre-trained models
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on subword units instead of characters (Nguyen et al., 2021).

We follow Devlin et al. (2019) and pre-train our character-level sequence

models using a masked language modeling objective: during training, we ran-

domly replace 15% of the characters with a special mask symbol and the mod-

els are trained to predict the identity of those characters in the original texts.

Due to computational resource constraints, we adopt a small-sized architecture

based on simple recurrent units (Lei et al., 2018).6 We pre-train our models on

Wikipedia data7 and each model takes roughly 2 days to complete 500k opti-

mization steps on a single GTX 2080Ti GPU.

4.4.2 Sentence Splitters

We split texts into sentences from sequences of tokens instead of characters (Qi

et al., 2020). Our approach resembles that of Nguyen et al. (2021).8 This allows

our models to condense information from a wider range of contexts while still

reading the same number of input symbols. The sentence splitters are trained

to make binary predictions at each token position on whether a sentence ends

there. We adopt the same two-stage finetuning strategy as for our parsing mod-

ules based on pre-trained XLM-R feature extractors (§4.3).

6Simple recurrent units are a fast variant of recurrent neural networks. In our preliminary
experiments, they result in lower accuracies than long-short term memory networks (LSTMs),
but are 2-5 times faster, depending on sequence lengths.

7We extract Wikipedia texts using WikiExtractor (Attardi, 2015) from Wikipedia dumps
dated 2021-04-01.

8An important difference is that our sentence splitters are aware of token boundaries and the
models are restricted from making token-internal sentence splitting decisions.
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4.4.3 Multi-Word Token (MWT) Expanders

The UD annotations distinguish between tokens and words. A word corre-

sponds to a consecutive sequence of characters in the surface raw text and may

contain one or more syntactically-functioning words (e.g., the word Peter’s con-

tains two words Peter and ’s). We break down the MWT expansion task into

first deciding whether or not to expand a given token and then performing the

actual expansion. For the former, we train models to make a binary prediction

on each token, and we use pre-trained XLM-R models as our feature extractors.

For the MWT expansion step once the tokens are identified through our clas-

sifiers, we use a combination of lexicon- and rule-based approaches. If the token

form is seen in the training data, we adopt the most frequently used way to split

it into multiple words. Otherwise, we invoke a set of language-specific hand-

written rules developed from and tuned on the training data; a typical rule iter-

atively splits off an identified prefix or suffix from the remainder of the token.

For example, there is a rule splitting ’s from the token Peter’s.

4.4.4 Lemmatizers

While the shared task requires lemmatized forms for constructing the lexical-

ized enhanced UD labels, we only need to predict lemmas for a small percent-

age of words. Empirically, these words tend to be function words and have

a unique lemma per word type. Thus, we use a full lexicon-based approach

to (incomplete) lemmatization. Whenever a lemma is needed during the label

re-lexicalization step, we look the word up in a dictionary extracted from the

training data.
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Treebank Token Sentence Word
Stanza Trankit Ours Stanza Trankit Ours Stanza Trankit Ours

Arabic-PADT 99.98 99.95 99.99 80.43 96.79 96.87 97.88 99.39 98.70
Bulgarian-BTB 99.93 99.78 99.95 97.27 98.79 99.06 99.93 99.78 99.95
Czech-FicTree 99.97 99.98 99.97 98.60 99.50 99.54 99.96 99.98 99.96
Czech-CAC 99.99 99.99 99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.97 99.98 99.99
Dutch-Alpino 99.96 99.43 99.86 89.98 90.65 94.45 99.96 99.43 99.86
Dutch-LassySmall 99.90 99.36 99.94 77.95 92.60 94.23 99.90 99.36 99.94
English-EWT 99.01 98.67 98.79 81.13 90.49 92.70 99.01 98.67 98.79
English-GUM 99.82 99.52 98.88 86.35 91.60 95.11 99.82 99.52 99.18
Estonian-EDT 99.96 99.75 99.95 93.32 96.58 96.60 99.96 99.75 99.95
Estonian-EWT 99.20 97.76 98.72 67.14 82.58 89.37 99.20 97.76 98.72
Finnish-TDT 99.77 99.71 99.76 93.05 97.22 98.26 99.73 99.72 99.73
French-Sequoia 99.90 99.81 99.88 88.79 94.07 96.82 99.58 99.78 99.84
Italian-ISDT 99.91 99.88 99.90 98.76 99.07 99.07 99.76 99.86 99.83
Latvian-LVTB 99.82 99.73 99.80 99.01 98.69 99.26 99.82 99.73 99.80
Lithuanian-ALKSNIS 99.87 99.84 99.99 88.79 95.72 96.22 99.87 99.84 99.99
Polish-LFG 99.95 98.34 99.84 99.83 99.57 99.88 99.95 98.34 99.89
Polish-PDB 99.87 99.93 99.49 98.39 98.71 99.66 99.83 99.92 99.84
Russian-SynTagRus 99.57 99.71 99.73 98.86 99.45 99.54 99.57 99.71 99.73
Slovak-SNK 99.97 99.94 99.95 90.93 98.49 96.72 99.97 99.94 99.94
Swedish-Talbanken 99.97 99.91 99.97 98.85 99.26 99.34 99.97 99.91 99.97
Tamil-TTB 99.58 98.33 99.63 95.08 100.00 100.00 91.42 94.44 95.34
Ukrainian-IU 99.81 99.77 99.86 96.65 97.55 98.38 99.79 99.76 99.84

Table 4.3: Test-set F1 scores for tokenization, sentence segmentation, and MWT expansion, comparing Stanza (Qi et al.,
2020), Trankit (Nguyen et al., 2021), and our system submission. Our system results are from the shared task official
evaluations; Stanza and Trankit results are reported in the Trankit documentation with models trained on UD 2.5. Caveat:
the results may not be strictly comparable due to treebank version mismatch.
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4.4.5 Evaluation

We compare our text-processing pipeline components with two state-of-the-

art toolkits, Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) and Trankit (Nguyen et al., 2021) in Ta-

ble 4.3. We train our models per-language instead of per-treebank to accom-

modate the shared task setting, so our models are at a disadvantage when

there are multiple training treebanks for a language that have different tokeniza-

tion/sentence splitting conventions (e.g., English-EWT and English-GUM han-

dle word contractions differently). Despite this, our models are highly competi-

tive in terms of tokenization and MWT expansion, and we achieve significantly

better sentence segmentation results across most treebanks. We hypothesize

that a sequence-to-sequence MWT expansion approach, similar to the ones un-

derlying Stanza and Trankit, may provide further gains to morphologically-rich

languages that cannot be sufficiently modeled via handwritten rules, notably

Arabic.

4.5 Other Technical Notes

Hyperparameters We report our hyperparameters in Table 4.4.
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Character-level Language Model Pre-training

Optimization:

Optimizer RAdam (Liu et al., 2020)

Batch size 128

Number of steps 500,000

Initial learning rate 3× 10−4

Weight decay 0.1

Gradient clipping 1.0

Simple Recurrent Units:

Sequence length limit 512

Vocab size 512

Embedding size 256

Hidden size 256

Numer of layers 8

Dropout 0.3

Tokenizer

Optimization:

Optimizer RAdam

Batch size 32

Initial learning rate 5× 10−5

Weight decay 0

Gradient clipping 1.0

Table 4.4: Hyperparameters of our submitted system. (Table continues.)
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Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLPs):

Number of layers 1

Hidden size 500

Dropout 0.5

Sentence Splitter, MWT Expander, and Parser

Pre-trained model XLM-R (Large)

Optimization:

Optimizer RAdam

Batch size 8

Initial learning rate 1× 10−5

Second-stage learning rate 1× 10−6

Weight decay 0

Gradient clipping 1.0

Tagger MLPs (Sentence Splitter, MWT Expander):

Number of layers 1

Hidden size 400

Dropout 0.5

Parser MLPs (Unlabeled Tree and Graph Parsers):

Number of layers 1

Hidden size 383

Dropout 0.33

Parser MLPs (Relation Labeler):

Number of layers 1

Hidden size 255

Dropout 0.33

Table 4.4: Hyperparameters of our submitted system.
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Empty nodes Enhanced UD graphs may contain empty nodes in addition to

the words in the surface form. Our parser does not support empty nodes, so we

follow the official evaluation practice and collapse relation paths with empty

nodes into composite relations during training and inference.

Multiple relations In some cases, there can be multiple relations between the

same pair of words. We follow Wang et al. (2020) and merge all these relations

into a composite label, and re-expand them during inference.

De-lexicalization and re-lexicalization Certain types of relation labels in-

clude lexicalized information, resulting in a large relation label set. For exam-

ple, nmod:in contains a lemma “in” that is taken from the modifier with a case

relation. To combat this, we follow Grünewald and Friedrich’s (2020) strategy

and replace the lemmas9 with placeholders consisting of their corresponding

relation labels. The previous example would result in a de-lexicalized label

of nmod:[case]. During inference, we apply a re-lexicalization step to recon-

struct the original full relation labels given our predicted graphs. We discard

the lexicalized portions of the relation labels when errors occur either in de-

lexicalization (unable to locate the source child labels to match the lemmas) or

re-lexicalization (unable to find corresponding placeholder relations).

Sequence length limit Pre-trained language models typically have a limit on

their input sequence lengths. The XLM-R model has a limit of 512 word pieces.

For a small number of sentences longer than that, we discard word-internal

9We find that using lemmas instead of word forms significantly improves coverage of the
lexicalized labels.
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word pieces, i.e., keep a prefix and a suffix of word pieces, of the longest words

to fit within the limit.

Multiple Treebanks Per Language Each language in the shared task can have

one or more treebanks for training and/or testing. During evaluation, there is

no explicit information regarding the source treebank of the piece of input text.

Instead of handpicking a training treebank for each language, we simple train

and validate on the concatenation of all available data for each language.

Training on a single GPU The XLM-R model has large number of parameters,

which makes it challenging to finetune on a single GPU. We use a batch size of

1 and accumulate gradients across multiple batches to lower the usage of GPU

RAM. When this strategy alone is insufficient, e.g., when training the language-

generic model, we additionally freeze the initial embedding layer of the model.

4.6 Official Evaluation

The shared task performs evaluation on UD treebanks that have enhanced UD

annotations across 17 languages: Arabic (Hajič et al., 2009), Bulgarian (Simov

et al., 2004), Czech (Hladká et al., 2010; Bejček et al., 2013; Jelínek, 2017), Dutch

(van der Beek et al., 2002; Bouma and van Noord, 2017), English (Silveira et al.,

2014; Zeldes, 2017), Estonian (Muischnek et al., 2014, 2019), Finnish (Haveri-

nen et al., 2014; Pyysalo et al., 2015), French (Candito et al., 2014; Seddah and

Candito, 2016), Italian (Bosco et al., 2013), Latvian (Pretkalnin, a et al., 2018),

Lithuanian (Bielinskienė et al., 2016), Polish (Patejuk and Przepiórkowski, 2018;
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Figure 4.2: The per-language delta ELAS between our submission and the best
performing system other than ours, as a function of (the log of the) number of
training sentences. (For Italian, the difference is quite small but still positive.)
Our models achieve larger improvements on lower-resource languages.
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Language combo dcu_epfl fastparse grew nuig robertnlp shanghaitech tgif (Ours) unipi

Arabic 76.39 71.01 53.74 71.13 – 81.58 82.26 81.23 77.13
Bulgarian 86.67 92.44 78.73 88.83 78.45 93.16 92.52 93.63 90.84
Czech 89.08 89.93 72.85 87.66 – 90.21 91.78 92.24 88.73
Dutch 87.07 81.89 68.89 84.09 – 88.37 88.64 91.78 84.14
English 84.09 85.70 73.00 85.49 65.40 87.88 87.27 88.19 87.11
Estonian 84.02 84.35 60.05 78.19 54.03 86.55 86.66 88.38 81.27
Finnish 87.28 89.02 57.71 85.20 – 91.01 90.81 91.75 89.62
French 87.32 86.68 73.18 83.33 – 88.51 88.40 91.63 87.43
Italian 90.40 92.41 78.32 90.98 – 93.28 92.88 93.31 91.81
Latvian 84.57 86.96 66.43 77.45 56.67 88.82 89.17 90.23 83.01
Lithuanian 79.75 78.04 48.27 74.62 59.13 80.76 80.87 86.06 71.31
Polish 87.65 89.17 71.52 78.20 – 89.78 90.66 91.46 88.31
Russian 90.73 92.83 78.56 90.56 66.33 92.64 93.59 94.01 90.90
Slovak 87.04 89.59 64.28 86.92 67.45 89.66 90.25 94.96 86.05
Swedish 83.20 85.20 67.26 81.54 63.12 88.03 86.62 89.90 84.91
Tamil 52.27 39.32 42.53 58.69 – 59.33 58.94 65.58 51.73
Ukrainian 86.92 86.09 63.42 83.90 – 88.86 88.94 92.78 87.51

Average 83.79 83.57 65.81 81.58 – 86.97 87.07 89.24 83.64
Rank 4 6 8 7 9 3 2 1 5

Table 4.5: Official ELAS (%) evaluation results. Our submission ranks first on 16 out of the 17 languages.
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Wróblewska, 2018), Russian (Droganova et al., 2018), Slovak (Zeman, 2018),

Swedish (Nivre and Megyesi, 2007), Tamil (Ramasamy and Žabokrtský, 2012),

Ukrainian (Kotsyba et al., 2016), and multilingual parallel treebanks (Zeman

et al., 2017).

Table 4.5 shows the official ELAS evaluation results of all 9 participating

systems in the shared task.10 Our system has the top performance on 16 out of 17

languages, and it is also the best in terms of macro-average across all languages.

On average, we outperform the second best system by a margin of more than 2

ELAS points in absolute terms, or more than 15% in relative error reduction.

Figure 4.2 visualizes the “delta ELAS” between our submission and the best

result other than ours on a per-language basis, plotted against the training data

size for each language. Our system sees larger improvements on lower-resource

languages, where we have more than 5-point leads on Tamil and Lithuanian,

two languages among those with the smallest number of training sentences.

4.7 Chapter Summary and Future Work

Our submission to the IWPT 2021 shared task combines three main techniques:

(1) tree-graph integrated-format parsing (graph→ spanning tree→ additional

edges) (2) two-stage generic- to individual-language finetuning, and (3) pre-

processing pipelines powered by language model pre-training. Each of the

above contributes to our system performance positively,11 and by combining

10Reproduced from https://universaldependencies.org/iwpt21/results.html.
11Comparing the 3 components: multilingual pre-training has a greater effect than the tree-

graph parsing design. Sentence segmentation performance (SSP) doesn’t necessarily translate
to ELAS, so our SSP’s large relative improvement at SS doesn’t imply that SS is the biggest
contributor to our system.
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all three techniques, our system achieves the best ELAS results on 16 out of 17

languages, as well as top macro-average across all languages, among all sys-

tem submissions. Additionally, our system shows more relative strengths on

lower-resource languages.

Due to time and resource constraints, our system adopts the same set of tech-

niques across all languages and we train a single set of models for our primary

submission. We leave it to future work to explore language-specific methods

and/or model combination and ensemble techniques to further enhance model

accuracies.
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CHAPTER 5

COORDINATION

This chapter focuses on a type of enriched dependency structure that is suit-

able for representing coordination constructions. We propose a transition-based

bubble parser to perform coordination structure identification and dependency-

based syntactic analysis simultaneously. Bubble representations were proposed

in the formal linguistics literature decades ago; they enhance dependency trees

by encoding coordination boundaries and internal relationships within coordi-

nation structures explicitly. In this work, we introduce a transition system and

neural models for parsing these bubble-enhanced structures. Experimental re-

sults on the English Penn Treebank and the English GENIA corpus show that

our parsers beat previous state-of-the-art approaches on the task of coordination

structure prediction, especially for the subset of sentences with complex coor-

dination structures. Our code is available at github.com/tzshi/bubble-parser-

acl21.

5.1 Introduction

Coordination structures are prevalent in treebank data (Ficler and Goldberg,

2016a), especially in long sentences (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994), and they are

among the most challenging constructions for NLP models. Difficulties in cor-

rectly identifying coordination structures have consistently contributed to a sig-

nificant portion of errors in state-of-the-art parsers (Collins, 2003; Goldberg and

Elhadad, 2010; Ficler and Goldberg, 2017). These errors can further propagate

to downstream NLP modules and applications, and limit their performance and

utility. For example, Saha et al. (2017) report that missing conjuncts account for
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Bubble Tree:

I prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun
conj cc conj

amod conj
cc conjdetnsubj

obj

UD Tree:

I prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun

nsubj
obj

amod
conj

cc

conj
cc

det

Figure 5.1: Bubble tree and (basic) UD tree for the same example sentence. (For
clarity, we omit punctuation and single-word bubble boundaries.) Bubbles ex-
plicitly encode the scope of the shared modifier “hot” with respect to the nested
coordination, whereas the UD tree gives both “tea” and “bun” identical relation-
ships to “hot”.

two-thirds of the errors in recall made by their open information extraction sys-

tem.

Coordination constructions are particularly challenging for the widely-

adopted dependency-based paradigm of syntactic analysis, since the asymmet-

ric definition of head-modifier dependency relations is not directly compatible

with the symmetric nature of the relations among the participating conjuncts

and coordinators.1 Existing treebanks usually resort to introducing special re-

lations to represent coordination structures. But, there remain theoretical and

empirical challenges regarding how to most effectively encode information like

modifier sharing relations while still permitting accurate statistical syntactic

analysis.

In this work, we explore Kahane’s (1997) alternative solution: extend the

dependency-tree representation by introducing bubble structures to explicitly en-

1Rambow (2010) comments on other divergences between syntactic representation and syn-
tactic phenomena.
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code coordination boundaries. The co-heads within a bubble enjoy a symmetric

relationship, as befits a model of conjunction. Further, bubble trees support

representation of nested coordination, with the scope of shared modifiers iden-

tifiable by the attachment sites of bubble arcs. Figure 5.1 compares a bubble tree

against a Universal Dependencies (UD; Nivre et al., 2016, 2020) tree for the same

sentence.

Yet, despite these advantages, implementation of the formalism was not

broadly pursued, for reasons unknown to us. Given its appealing and intu-

itive treatment of coordination phenomena, we revisit the bubble tree formal-

ism, introducing and implementing a transition-based solution for parsing bub-

ble trees. Our transition system, Bubble-Hybrid, extends the Arc-Hybrid transi-

tion system (Kuhlmann et al., 2011) with three bubble-specific transitions, each

corresponding to opening, expanding, and closing bubbles. We show that our

transition system is both sound and complete with respect to projective bubble

trees (defined in §5.2.2).

Experiments on the English Penn Treebank (PTB; Marcus et al., 1993) ex-

tended with coordination annotation (Ficler and Goldberg, 2016a) and the En-

glish GENIA treebank (Kim et al., 2003) demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed transition-based bubble parsing on the task of coordination structure

prediction. Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on both datasets

and improves accuracy on the subset of sentences exhibiting complex coordina-

tion structures.
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5.2 Dependency Trees and Bubble Trees

5.2.1 Dependency-based Representations for Coordination

Structures

A dependency tree encodes syntactic relations via directed bilexical dependency

edges. These are natural for representing argument and adjunct modification,

but Popel et al. (2013) point out that “dependency representation is at a loss when

it comes to representing paratactic linguistic phenomena such as coordination, whose

nature is symmetric (two or more conjuncts play the same role), as opposed to the head-

modifier asymmetry of dependencies” (pg. 517).

If one nonetheless persists in using dependency relations to annotate all syn-

tactic structures, as is common practice in most dependency treebanks (Hajič

et al., 2001; Nivre et al., 2016, inter alia), then one must introduce special rela-

tions to represent coordination structures and promote one element from each

coordinated phrase to become the “representational head”. One choice is to

specify one of the conjuncts as the “head” (Mel’čuk, 1988, 2003; Järvinen and

Tapanainen, 1998; Lombardo and Lesmo, 1998) (e.g., in Figure 5.1, the visually

asymmetric conj relation between “coffee” and “tea” is overloaded to admit a

symmetric relationship), but it is then non-trivial to distinguish shared mod-

ifiers from private ones (e.g., in the UD tree at the bottom of Figure 5.1, it is

difficult to tell that “hot” is private to “coffee” and “tea”, which share it, but “hot”

does not modify “bun”). Another choice is let one of the coordinators dominate

the phrase (Hajič et al., 2001, 2020), but the coordinator does not directly cap-

ture the syntactic category of the coordinated phrase and coordinators are not
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obligatory in all languages and all coordination structures. Decisions on which

of these dependency-based fixes is more workable are further complicated by

the interaction between representation styles and their learnability in statistical

parsing (Nilsson et al., 2006; Johansson and Nugues, 2007; Rehbein et al., 2017).

Enhanced UD A tactic used by many recent releases of UD treebanks is to in-

troduce certain extra edges and non-lexical nodes (Schuster and Manning, 2016;

Nivre et al., 2018b; Bouma et al., 2020). While some of the theoretical issues

still persist in this approach with respect to capturing the symmetric nature of

relations between conjuncts, this solution better represents shared modifiers in

coordinations, and so is a promising direction. In work concurrent with our

own, Grünewald et al. (2021) manually correct the coordination structure anno-

tations in an English treebank under the enhanced UD representation format.

We leave it to future work to explore the feasibility of automatic conversion of

coordination structure representations between enhanced UD trees and bubble

trees, which we discuss next.

5.2.2 Bubble Trees

An alternative solution to the coordination-in-dependency-trees dilemma is to

permit certain restricted phrase-inspired constructs for such structures. Indeed,

Tesnière’s (1959) seminal work on dependency grammar does not describe all

syntactic relations in terms of dependencies, but rather reserves a primitive rela-

tion for connecting coordinated items. Hudson (1984) further extends this idea

by introducing explicit markings of coordination boundaries.
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In this work, we revisit bubble trees, a representational device along the same

vein introduced by Kahane (1997) for syntactic representation. (Kahane credits

Gladkij (1968) with a formal study.) Bubbles are used to denote coordinated

phrases; otherwise, asymmetric dependency relations are retained. Conjuncts

immediately within the bubble may co-head the bubble, and the bubble itself

may establish dependencies with its governor and modifiers. Figure 5.1 depicts

an example bubble tree.

We now formally define bubble trees and their projective subset, which will

become the focus of our transition-based parser in §5.3. The following formal

descriptions are adapted from Kahane (1997), tailored to the presentation of our

parser.

Formal Definition Given a dependency-relation label set L, we define a bub-

ble tree for a length-n sentence W = w1, . . . , wn to be a quadruple (V,B, φ, A),

where V = {RT, w1, . . . , wn} is the ground set of nodes (RT is the dummy root),

B is a set of bubbles, the function φ : B 7→ (2V\{∅}) gives the content of each

bubble as a non-empty2 subset of V, and A ⊂ B × L× B defines a labeled di-

rected tree over B. Given labeled directed tree A, we say α1 → α2 if and only if

(α1, l, α2) ∈ A for some l. We denote the reflexive transitive closure of relation

→ by ∗→.

Bubble tree (V,B, φ, A) is well-formed if and only if it satisfies the following

conditions:3

• No partial overlap: ∀α1, α2 ∈ B, either φ(α1)∩φ(α2) = ∅ or φ(α1) ⊆ φ(α2)

2Our definition does not allow empty nodes; we leave it to future work to support them for
gapping constructions.

3We do not use β for bubbles because we reserve the β symbol for our parser’s buffer.
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or φ(α2) ⊆ φ(α1);

• Non-duplication: there exists no non-identical α1, α2 ∈ B such that

φ(α1) = φ(α2);

• Lexical coverage: for any singleton (i.e., one-element) set s in 2V , ∃α ∈ B

such that φ(α) = s;

• Roothood: the root RT appears in exactly one bubble, a singleton that is the

root of the tree defined by A.

• Containment: if ∃α1, α2 ∈ B such that φ(α2) ⊂ φ(α1), then α1
∗→ α2.

Projectivity Our parser focuses on the subclass of projective well-formed bub-

ble trees.4 Visually, a projective bubble tree only contains bubbles covering a

consecutive sequence of words (such that we can draw a single box (just) around

the span of words to represent them) and can be drawn with all arcs arranged

spatially above the sentence where no two arcs or bubble boundaries cross each

other. The bubble tree in Figure 5.1 is projective.

Formally, we define the projection ψ(α) ∈ 2V of a bubble α ∈ B to be all

nodes the bubble and its subtree cover, that is, v ∈ ψ(α) if and only if α
∗→ α′

and v ∈ φ(α′) for some α′. Then, we can define a well-formed bubble tree to be

projective if and only if it additionally satisfies the following:

• Continuous coverage: for any bubble α ∈ B, if wi, wj ∈ φ(α) and i < k < j,

then wk ∈ φ(α);

4While English parse trees are typically projective, some languages, such as Arabic, have
high ratios of non-projective sentences. We leave it to future work to extend our parsers to
non-projective scenarios (See Chapter 6).
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• Continuous projections: for any bubble α ∈ B, if wi, wj ∈ ψ(α) and i <

k < j, then wk ∈ ψ(α);

• Contained projections: for α1, α2 ∈ B, if α1
∗→ α2, then either ψ(α2) ⊂

φ(α1) or ψ(α2) ∩ φ(α1) = ∅.

5.3 Our Transition System for Parsing Bubble Trees

Although, as we have seen, bubble trees have theoretical benefits in represent-

ing coordination structures that interface with an overall dependency-based

analysis, there has been a lack of parser implementations capable of handling

such representations. In this section, we fill this gap by introducing a transition

system that can incrementally build projective bubble trees.

Transition-based approaches are popular in dependency parsing (Nivre,

2008; Kübler et al., 2008). We propose to extend the Arc-Hybrid transition sys-

tem (Kuhlmann et al., 2011) with transitions specific to bubble structures.5

5.3.1 Bubble-Hybrid Transition System

A transition system consists of a data structure describing the intermediate

parser states, called configurations; specifications of the initial and terminal config-

urations; and an inventory of transitions that advance the parser in configuration

space towards reaching a terminal configuration.

5Our strategy can be adapted to other transition systems as well; we focus on Arc-Hybrid
here because of its comparatively small inventory of transitions, absence of spurious ambigu-
ities (there is a one-to-one mapping between a gold tree and a valid transition sequence), and
abundance of existing implementations (e.g., Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016).
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Our transition system uses a similar configuration data structure to that of

Arc-Hybrid, which consists of a stack, a buffer, and the partially-committed syn-

tactic analysis. Initially, the stack only contains a singleton bubble correspond-

ing to {RT}, and the buffer contains singleton bubbles, each representing a token

in the sentence. Then, through taking transitions one at a time, the parser can

incrementally move items from the buffer to the stack, or reduce items by at-

taching them to other bubbles or merging them into larger bubbles. Eventually,

the parser should arrive at a terminal configuration where the stack contains the

singleton bubble of {RT} again, but the buffer is empty as all the tokens are now

attached to or contained in other bubbles that are now descendants of the {RT}

singleton, and we can retrieve a completed bubble-tree parse.

Table 5.1 lists the available transitions in our Bubble-Hybrid system. The

SHIFT, LEFTARC, and RIGHTARC transitions are as in the Arc-Hybrid sys-

tem. We introduce three new transitions to handle coordination-related bub-

bles: BUBBLEOPEN puts the first two items on the stack into an open bubble,

with the first item in the bubble, i.e., previously the second topmost item on

the stack, labeled as the first conjunct of the resulting bubble; BUBBLEATTACH

absorbs the topmost item on the stack into the open bubble that is at the second

topmost position; and finally, BUBBLECLOSE closes the open bubble at the top

of the stack and moves it to the buffer, which then allows it to take modifiers

from its left through LEFTARC transitions. Figure 5.2 visualizes the stack and

buffer throughout the process of parsing the example sentence in Figure 5.1. In

particular, the last two steps in the left column of Figure 5.2 show the bubble cor-

responding to the phrase “coffee or tea” receiving its left modifier “hot” through

a LEFTARC transition after it is put back on the buffer by a BUBBLECLOSE tran-

sition.
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Transition From To
(Pre-conditions) Stack σ Buffer β Stack σ′ Buffer β′

SHIFT
(|β| ≥ 1)

. . . b1 . . . . . . b1 . . .

LEFTARClbl
(|σ| ≥ 1; |β| ≥ 1; s1, b1 /∈ O; φ(s1) 6= {RT})

. . . s1 b1 . . . . . . b1 . . .

s1
lbl

RIGHTARClbl
(|σ| ≥ 2; s1, s2 /∈ O)

. . . s2 s1 . . . . . . s2

s1
lbl

. . .

BUBBLEOPENlbl
(|σ| ≥ 2; s1, s2 /∈ O; φ(s2) 6= {RT})

. . . s2 s1 . . . . . . s2 s1
conj lbl

. . .

BUBBLEATTACHlbl
(|σ| ≥ 2; s1 /∈ O; s2 ∈ O)

. . . s2a . . . s1
conj . . .

. . . . . . s2a . . . s1
conj . . . lbl

. . .

BUBBLECLOSE
(|σ| ≥ 1; s1 ∈ O)

. . . s1a . . .
conj . . .

. . . . . . s1a . . . . . .
conj . . .

Table 5.1: Illustration of our Bubble-Hybrid transition system. We give the pre-conditions for each transition and visu-
alizations of the affected stack and buffer items comparing the configurations before and after taking that transition. O
denotes the set of currently open bubbles and RT is the dummy root symbol.
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Stack Buffer
(Initial) RT I prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun
SHIFT
===⇒ RT I prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun
LEFTARCnsubj
========⇒ RT prefer

I

hot coffee or tea and a bun
nsubj

SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun
SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun
SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun
SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or tea and a bun

BUBBLEOPENcc========⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or
conj cc

tea and a bun

SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or tea

conj cc

and a bun

BUBBLEATTACHconj
===========⇒ RT prefer hot coffee or tea

conj cc conj

and a bun
BUBBLECLOSE
=======⇒ RT prefer hot and a bun
LEFTARCamod========⇒ RT prefer

hot

and a bun
amod

SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer and a bun
SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer and a bun

BUBBLEOPENcc========⇒ RT prefer and
conj cc

a bun

SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer and a

conj cc

bun

LEFTARCdet======⇒ RT prefer and
conj cc

bun

a
det

SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer and bun

conj cc

∅

BUBBLEATTACHconj
===========⇒ RT prefer and bun

conj cc conj

∅
BUBBLECLOSE
=======⇒ RT prefer
SHIFT
===⇒ RT prefer ∅
RIGHTARCobj
=======⇒ RT prefer

dobj

∅

RIGHTARCroot========⇒ RT

prefer
root

∅ (Terminal)

Figure 5.2: Step-by-step visualization of the stack and buffer during parsing of the example sentence in Figure 5.1. For
steps following an attachment or BUBBLECLOSE transition, the detailed subtree or internal bubble structure is omitted
for visual clarity. For the same reason, we omit drawing the boundaries around singleton bubbles.
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Formal Definition Our transition system is a quadruple (C, T, ci, Cτ), where C

is the set of configurations to be defined shortly, T is the set of transitions with

each element being a partial function t ∈ T : C 7⇀ C, ci maps a sentence to its

intial configuration, and Cτ ⊂ C is a set of terminal configurations. Each con-

figuration c ∈ C is a septuple (σ, β, V,B, φ, A,O), where V, B, φ, and A define

a partially-recognized bubble tree, σ and β are each an (ordered) list of items

in B, and O ⊂ B is a set of open bubbles. For a sentence W = w1, . . . , wn, we

let ci(W) = (σ0, β0, V,B0, φ0, {}, {}), where V = {RT, w1, . . . , wn}, B0 contains

n + 1 items, φ0(B0
0) = {RT}, φ0(B0

i ) = {wi} for i from 1 to n, σ0 = [B0
0], and

β0 = [B0
1, . . . ,B0

n]. We write σ|s1 and b1|β to denote a stack and a buffer with

their topmost items being s1 and b1 and the remainders being σ and β respec-

tively. We also omit the constant V in describing c when the context is clear.

For the transitions T, we have:

• SHIFT[(σ, b1|β,B, φ, A,O)] =

(σ|b1, β,B, φ, A,O);

• LEFTARClbl[(σ|s1, b1|β,B, φ, A,O)] =

(σ, b1|β,B, φ, A ∪ {(b1, lbl, s1)},O);

• RIGHTARClbl[(σ|s2|s1, β,B, φ, A,O)] =

(σ|s2, β,B, φ, A ∪ {(s2, lbl, s1)},O);

• BUBBLEOPENlbl[(σ|s2|s1, β,B, φ, A,O)] =

(σ|α, β,B ∪ {α}, φ′, A ∪ {(α, conj, s2), (α, lbl, s1)},O ∪ {α}), where α is a

new bubble, and φ′ = φ d {α 7→ ψ(s2) ∪ ψ(s1)} (i.e., φ′ is almost the same

as φ, but with α added to the function’s domain, mapped by the new func-

tion to cover the projections of both s2 and s1);
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• BUBBLEATTACHlbl[(σ|s2|s1, β,B, φ, A,O)] =

(σ|s2, β,B, φ′, A ∪ {s2, lbl, s1},O), where φ′ = φ d {s2 7→ φ(s2) ∪ ψ(s1)};

• BUBBLECLOSE[(σ|s1, β,B, φ, A,O)] =

(σ, s1|β,B, φ, A,O\{s1}).

5.3.2 Soundness and Completeness

In this section, we show that our Bubble-Hybrid transition system is both sound

and complete (defined below) with respect to the subclass of projective bubble

trees.6

Define a valid transition sequence π = t1, . . . , tm for a given sentence W

to be a sequence such that for the corresponding sequence of configurations

c0, . . . , cm, we have c0 = ci(W), ci = ti(ci−1), and cm ∈ Cτ, We can then

state soundness and completeness properties, and present proof sketches be-

low, adapted from Nivre’s (2008) proof frameworks.

Lemma 1. (Soundness) Every valid transition sequence π produces a projective bub-

ble tree.

Proof Sketch. We examine the requirements for a projective bubble tree one by

one. The set of edges satisfies the tree constraints since every bubble except for

the singleton bubble of RT must have an in-degree of one to have been reduced

from the stack, and the topological order of reductions implies acyclicness. Lex-

ical coverage is guaranteed by ci. Roothood is safeguarded by the transition

6More precisely, our transition system handles the subset where each non-singleton bubble
has ≥ 2 internal children.
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pre-conditions. Non-duplication is ensured because newly-created bubbles are

strictly larger. All the other properties can be proved by induction over the

lengths of transition sequence prefixes since each of our transitions preserves

zero partial overlap, containment, and projectivity constraints.

Lemma 2. (Completeness) For every projective bubble tree over any given sentence

W, there exists a corresponding valid transition sequence π.

Proof Sketch. The proof proceeds by strong induction on sentence length. We

omit relation labels without loss of generality. The base case of |W| = 1 is

trivial. For the inductive step, we enumerate how to decompose the tree’s top-

level structure. (1) When the root has multiple children: Due to projectivity,

each child bubble tree τi covers a consecutive span of words wxi , . . . , wyi that

are shorter than |W|. Based on the induction hypothesis, there exisits a valid

transition sequence πi to construct the child tree over RT, wxi , . . . , wyi . Here

we let πi to denote the transition sequence excluding the always-present final

RIGHTARC transition that attaches the subtree to RT; this is for explicit illustra-

tion of what transitions to take once the subtrees are constructed. The full tree

can be constructed by π = π1, RIGHTARC, π2, RIGHTARC, . . . (expanding each

πi sequence into its component transitions), where we simply attach each sub-

tree to RT immediately after it is constructed. (2) When the root has a single

child bubble α, we cannot directly use the induction hypothesis since α covers

the same number of words as W. Thus we need to further enumerate the top-

level structure of α. (2a) If α has children with their projections outside of φ(α),

then we can find a sequence π0 for constructing the shorter-length bubble α and

placing it on the buffer (this corresponds to an empty transition sequence if α is

a singleton; otherwise, π0 ends with a BUBBLECLOSE transition) and πis for α’s

outside children; say it has l children left of its contents. We construct the entire
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tree via π = π1,. . . ,πl, π0, LEFTARC, . . . , LEFTARC, SHIFT, πl+1, RIGHTARC, . . . ,

RIGHTARC, where we first construct all the left outside children and leave them

on the stack, next build the bubble α and use LEFTARC transitions to attach its

left children while it is on the buffer, then shift α to the stack before finally con-

tinuing on building its right children subtrees, each immediately followed by

a RIGHTARC transition. (2b) If α is a non-singleton bubble without any out-

side children, but each of its inside children can be parsed through πi based

on the inductive hypothesis, then we can define π = π1,π2, BUBBLEOPEN,

π3, BUBBLEATTACH, . . . , BUBBLECLOSE, SHIFT, RIGHTARC, where we use a

BUBBLEOPEN transition once the first two bubble-internal children are built,

each subsequent child is attached via BUBBLEATTACH immediately after con-

struction, and the final three transitions ensure proper closing of the bubble and

its attachment to RT.

5.4 Models

Our model architecture largely follows that of Kiperwasser and Goldberg’s

(2016) neural Arc-Hybrid parser, but we additionally introduce feature com-

position for non-singleton bubbles, and a rescoring module to reduce frequent

coordination-boundary prediction errors. Our model has five components: fea-

ture extraction, bubble-feature composition, transition scoring, label scoring,

and boundary subtree rescoring.
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Feature Extraction We first extract contextualized features for each token us-

ing a bidirectional LSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005):

[w0, w1, . . . , wn] = bi-LSTM([RT, w1, . . . , wn]),

where the inputs to the bi-LSTM are concatenations of word embeddings, POS-

tag embeddings, and character-level LSTM embeddings. We also report ex-

periments replacing the bi-LSTM with pre-trained BERT features (Devlin et al.,

2019).

Bubble-Feature Composition We initialize the features7 for each singleton

bubble Bi in the initial configuration to be vBi = wi. For a non-singleton bubble

α, we use recursively composed features

vα = g({vα′ |(α, conj, α′) ∈ A}),

where g is a composition function combining features from the co-heads

(conjuncts) immediately inside the bubble.8 For our model, for any V′ =

{vi1 , . . . , viN}, we set

g(V′) = tanh(Wg ·mean(V′)),

where mean() computes element-wise averages and Wg is a learnable square

matrix. We also experiment with a parameter-free version: g = mean. Neither

of the feature functions distinguishes between open and closed bubbles, so we

append to each v vector an indicator-feature embedding based on whether the

bubble is open, closed, or singleton.

7We adopt the convenient abuse of notation of allowing indexing by arbitrary objects.
8Comparing with the subtree-feature composition functions in dependency parsing that are

motivated by asymmetric headed constructions (Dyer et al., 2015; de Lhoneux et al., 2019;
Basirat and Nivre, 2021), our definition focuses on composing features from an unordered set of
vectors representing the conjuncts in a bubble. The composition function is recursively applied
when there are nested bubbles.
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Transition Scoring Given the current parser configuration c, the model pre-

dicts the best unlabeled transition to take among all valid transitions valid(c)

whose pre-conditions are satisfied. We model the log-linear probability of tak-

ing an action with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP):

P(t|c) ∝ exp(MLPtrans
t ([vs3 ◦ vs2 ◦ vs1 ◦ vb1 ])),

where ◦ denotes vector concatenation, s1 through s3 are the first through third

topmost items on the stack, and b1 is the immediately accessible buffer item. We

experiment with varying the number of stack items to extract features from.

Label Scoring We separate edge-label prediction from (unlabeled) transition

prediction, but the scoring function takes a similar form:

P(l|c, t) ∝ exp(MLPlbl
l ([vh(c,t) ◦ vd(c,t)])),

where (h(c, t), l, d(c, t)) is the edge to be added into the partial bubble tree in

t(c).

Boundary Subtree Rescoring In our preliminary error analysis, we find that

our models tend to make more mistakes at the boundaries of full coordination

phrases than at the internal conjunct boundaries, due to incorrect attachments

of children choosing between the phrasal bubble and the first/last conjunct. For

example, our initial model predicts “if you owned it and liked it Friday” instead

of the annotated “if you owned it and liked it Friday” (the predicted and gold

conjuncts are both italicized and underlined), incorrectly attaching “Friday” to

“liked”. We attribute this problem to the greedy nature of our first formulation

of the parser, and propose to mitigate the issue through rescoring. To rescore
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boundary attachments of a non-singleton bubble α, for each of the left depen-

dents d of α and its first conjunct α f , we (re)-decide the attachment via

P(α→ d|α f ) = logistic(MLPre([vd ◦ vα ◦ vα f ])),

and similarly for the last conjunct αl and a potential right dependent.

Training and Inference Our parser is a locally-trained greedy parser. In train-

ing, we optimize the model parameters to maximize the log-likelihoods of pre-

dicting the target transitions and labels along the paths generating the gold bub-

ble trees, and the log-likelihoods of the correct attachments in rescoring;9 during

inference, the parser greedily commits to the highest-scoring transition and la-

bel for each of its current parser configurations, and after reaching a terminal

configuration, it rescores and readjusts all boundary subtree attachments.

5.5 Empirical Results

Task and Evaluation We validate the utility of our transition-based parser us-

ing the task of coordination structure prediction. Given an input sentence, the

task is to identify all coordination structures and the spans for all their conjuncts

within that sentence. We mainly evaluate based on exact metrics which count a

prediction of a coordination structure as correct if and only if all of its conjunct

spans are correct. To facilitate comparison with pre-existing systems that do

not attempt to identify all conjunct boundaries, following Teranishi et al. (2017,

2019), we also consider inner (=only consider the correctness of the two con-

9We leave the definition of dynamic oracles (Goldberg and Nivre, 2013) for bubble tree pars-
ing to future work.
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juncts adjacent to the coordinator) and whole (=only consider the boundary of

the whole coordinated phrase) metrics.

Dataset Processing and Statistics We follow Teranishi et al. (2019) and use the

same dataset splits and pre-processing steps. For the Penn Treebank (PTB; Mar-

cus et al., 1993) data with added coordination annotations (Ficler and Goldberg,

2016a), we use WSJ sections 02-21 for training, section 22 for development, and

section 23 for test sets respectively. We also use Teranishi et al.’s (2019) pre-

processing steps in stripping quotation marks surrounding PTB coordinated

phrases to normalize irregular coordinations. This results in 39,832/1,700/2,416

sentences and 19,890/848/1,099 coordination structures in train/dev/test splits

respectively. For the GENIA treebank (Kim et al., 2003), we use the beta version

of the corpus and follow the same 5-fold cross-validation splits as Teranishi et al.

(2019). In total, GENIA contains 2,508 sentences and 3,598 coordination struc-

tures.

To derive bubble tree representations, we first convert the PTB-style phrase-

structure trees in both treebanks with the conversion tool (Schuster and Man-

ning, 2016) provided by the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit version 4.2.0 into Univer-

sal Dependencies (UD; Nivre et al., 2016) style.10 We then merge the UD trees

with the bubbles formed by the coordination boundaries. We define the bound-

aries to be from the beginning of the first conjunct to the end of the last conjunct

for each coordinated phrase. We attach all conjuncts to their corresponding bub-

bles with a conj label, and map any conj-labeled dependencies outside an anno-

tated coordination to dep. We resolve modifier scope ambiguities according to

10Code for data conversion is available at https://github.com/tzshi/bubble-parser-
acl21.
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conjunct annotations: if the modifier is within the span of a conjunct, then it is

a private modifier; otherwise, it is a shared modifier to the entire coordinated

phrase and we attach it to the phrasal bubble. Since our transition system targets

projective bubble trees, we filter out any non-projective trees during training

(but still evaluate on them during testing). We retain 39,678 sentences, or 99.6%

of the PTB training set, and 2,429 sentences, or 96.9% of the GENIA dataset.

Implementation Details We train our models by using the Adam optimizer

(Kingma and Ba, 2015). After a fixed number of optimization steps (3,200 steps

for PTB and 800 steps for GENIA, based on their training set sizes), we per-

form an evaluation on the dev set. If the dev set performance fails to improve

within 5 consecutive evaluation rounds, we multiply the learning rate by 0.1.

We terminate model training when the learning rate has dropped three times,

and select the best model checkpoint based on dev set F1 scores according to

the “exact” metrics.11 For the BERT feature extractor, we finetune the pretrained

case-sensitive BERTbase model through the transformers package.12 For the non-

BERT model, we use pre-trained GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014).

Following prior practice, we embed gold POS tags as input features when

using bi-LSTM for the models trained on the GENIA dataset, but we omit the

POS tag embeddings for the PTB dataset.

The training process for each model takes roughly 10 hours using an RTX

2080 Ti GPU; model inference speed is 41.9 sentences per second.13

11Even though we report recall on GENIA, model selection is still performed using F1.
12https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
13We have not yet done extensive optimization regarding GPU batching for greedy transition-

based parsers.
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Adam Optimizer:
Initial learning rate for bi-LSTM 10−3

Initial learning rate for BERT 10−5

β1 0.9
β2 0.999
ε 10−8

Minibatch size 8
Linear warmup steps 800
Gradient clipping L2 norm 5.0

Inputs to bi-LSTM:
Word-embedding dimensionality 100
POS tag-embedding dimensionality 32
Character bi-LSTM layers 1
Character bi-LSTM dimensionality 128

Bi-LSTM:
Number of layers 3
Dimensionality 800
Dropout 0.3

MLPs (same for all MLPs):
Number of hidden layers 1
Hidden layer dimensionality 400
Activation function ReLU
Dropout 0.3

Table 5.2: Hyperparameters of our models.
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Dev Test
All NP All NP

P R F P R F P R F P R F

Exact

TSM17 74.13 73.34 73.74 76.21 75.51 75.86 71.48 70.70 71.08 75.20 74.84 75.01
TSM19 76.95 76.76 76.85 78.11 77.57 77.84 75.33 75.61 75.47 77.95 77.70 77.83
Ours 77.19 77.00 77.10 80.00 79.63 79.82 76.62 76.34 76.48 81.89 81.37 81.63
+BERT 84.25 84.55 84.40 88.53 88.33 88.43 83.85 83.62 83.74 85.33 85.19 85.26

Inner

FG16 72.34 72.25 72.29 75.17 74.82 74.99 72.81 72.61 72.70 76.91 75.31 76.10
TSM17 76.04 75.23 75.63 77.82 77.11 77.47 74.14 73.33 73.74 77.44 77.07 77.25
TSM19 79.19 79.00 79.10 80.64 80.09 80.36 77.60 77.88 77.74 80.19 79.93 80.06
Ours 78.61 78.42 78.51 82.07 81.69 81.88 78.45 78.16 78.30 84.29 83.76 84.03
+BERT 85.19 85.50 85.34 89.45 89.24 89.35 84.58 84.35 84.46 86.28 86.15 86.22

Table 5.3: Precision, recall, and F1 scores on the PTB dev and test sets.
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NP VP ADJP S PP UCP SBAR ADVP Others All
Count 2,317 465 321 188 167 60 56 21 3 3,598

Exact

TSM17 57.14 54.83 72.27 8.51 55.68 28.33 57.14 85.71 0.00 55.22
TSM19 59.21 64.94 78.19 53.19 55.68 48.33 66.07 90.47 0.00 61.22
Ours 68.28 58.71 86.29 56.38 55.09 51.67 58.93 95.24 0.00 67.09
+BERT 79.41 76.34 88.79 77.13 73.05 61.67 76.79 100.0 33.33 79.18

Whole

HSOM09 64.2 54.2 80.4 22.9 59.9 36.7 51.8 85.7 66.7 61.5
FG16 65.08 71.82 74.76 17.02 56.28 51.67 91.07 80.95 33.33 64.14
TSM17 67.19 63.65 76.63 53.19 61.67 35.00 78.57 85.71 33.33 66.31
TSM19 59.30 65.16 78.19 53.19 55.68 48.33 66.07 90.47 0.00 61.31
Ours 69.40 59.35 87.85 57.45 56.89 51.67 62.50 95.24 0.00 68.23
+BERT 80.58 76.77 90.03 78.19 76.65 61.67 82.14 100.0 33.33 80.41

Table 5.4: Recall on the GENIA dataset.
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We select our hyperparameters by hand. Due to computational constraints,

our hand-tuning has been limited to setting the dropout rates, and from the

candidates set of {0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5} we chose 0.3 based on dev-set performance.

Our hyperparameters are listed in Table 5.2.

Baseline Systems We compare our models with several baseline systems.

Hara et al. (2009, HSOM09) use edit graphs to explicitly align coordinated con-

juncts based on the idea that they are usually similar; Ficler and Goldberg

(2016b, FG16) score candidate coordinations extracted from a phrase-structure

parser by modeling their symmetry and replaceability properties; Teranishi

et al. (2017, TSM17) directly predict boundaries of coordinated phrases and then

split them into conjuncts;14 Teranishi et al. (2019, TSM19) use separate neural

models to score the inner and outer boundaries of conjuncts relative to the coor-

dinators, and then use a chart parser to find the globally-optimal coordination

structures.

Main Results Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show the main evaluation results on the

PTB and GENIA datasets. Our models surpass all prior results on both datasets.

While the BERT improvements may not seem surprising, we note that Teranishi

et al. (2019) report that their pre-trained language models — specifically, static

ELMo embeddings — fail to improve their model performance.

General Parsing Results We also evaluate our models on standard parsing

metrics by converting the predicted bubble trees to UD-style dependency trees.

On PTB, our parsers reach unlabeled and labeled attachment scores (UAS/LAS)

14We report results for the extended model of TSM17 as described by Teranishi et al. (2019).
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Bubble-Hybrid (Ours) Edge-Factored
Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec.

punct 92.56 92.52 92.92 92.85
case 97.46 98.14 97.71 98.26
compound 94.12 95.18 94.24 95.02
det 98.85 99.13 98.70 99.06
nsubj 97.69 97.72 98.01 97.92
nmod 93.04 93.45 93.20 93.62
amod 94.52 93.43 94.61 93.95
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
conj 92.68 93.20 92.52 93.04

UAS 95.81 95.99
LAS 94.46 94.56

Table 5.5: PTB test-set results, comparing our transition-based bubble parser
and an edge-factored graph-based parser, both using a BERT-based feature en-
coder. The relation labels are ordered by decreasing frequency. While our
transition-based bubble parser slightly underperforms the graph-based depen-
dency parser generally, perhaps due to the disadvantage of greedy decoding, it
gives slightly better precision and recall on the “conj” relation type.

Rescoring + −
Ours (bi-LSTM) 77.10 76.27
• g = mean 75.51 74.16
• {vs2 , vs1 , vb1} 76.05 74.87
• {vs1 , vb1} 76.33 73.85
• {vb1} 50.27 35.14
• +BERT 84.40 83.70

Table 5.6: Exact F1 scores of different model variations on the PTB dev set, w/
and w/o the rescoring module.

of 95.81/94.46 with BERT and 94.49/92.88 with bi-LSTM, which are similar to the

scores of prior transition-based parsers equipped with similar feature extractors

(Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016; Mohammadshahi and Henderson, 2020).15

Table 5.5 compares the general parsing results of our bubble parser and an edge-

factored graph-based dependency parser based on Dozat and Manning’s (2017)

15Results are not strictly comparable with previous PTB evaluations that mostly focus on
non-UD dependency conversions. Table 5.5 makes a self-contained comparison using the same
UD-based and coordination-merged data conversions.
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Complexity All Simple Complex

TSM17 66.09 72.90 50.37
TSM19 70.90 78.16 54.16
Ours 72.97 79.97 56.82
+BERT 80.07 83.74 71.59

Table 5.7: Per-sentence exact match on the PTB test set. Simple includes sen-
tences with only one two-conjunct coordination, and complex contains the other
cases.

parser architecture and the same feature encoder as our parser and trained on

the same data. Our bubble parser shows a slight improvement on identifying

the conj relations, despite having a lower overall accuracy due to the greedy na-

ture of our transition-based decoder. Additionally, our bubble parser simulta-

neously predicts the boundaries of each coordinated phrase and conjunct, while

a typical dependency parser cannot produce such structures.

Model Analysis Table 5.6 shows results of our models with alternative

bubble-feature composition functions and varying feature-set sizes. We find

that the parameterized form of composition function g performs better, and the

F1 scores mostly degrade as we use fewer features from the stack. Interestingly,

the importance of our rescoring module becomes more prominent when we use

fewer features. Our results resonate with Shi et al.’s (2017a) findings on Arc-

Hybrid that we need at least one stack item but not necessarily two. Table 5.7

shows that our model performs better than previous methods on complex sen-

tences with multiple coordination structures and/or more than two conjuncts,

especially when we use BERT as feature extractor.
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5.6 Further Related Work

Coordination Structure Prediction Very early work with heuristic, non-

learning-based approaches (Agarwal and Boggess, 1992; Kurohashi and Nagao,

1994) typically report difficulties in distinguishing shared modifiers from pri-

vate ones, although such heuristics have been recently incorporated in unsu-

pervised work (Sawada et al., 2020). Generally, researchers have focused on

symmetry principles, seeking to align conjuncts (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994;

Shimbo and Hara, 2007; Hara et al., 2009; Hanamoto et al., 2012), since coordi-

nated conjuncts tend to be semantically and syntactically similar (Hogan, 2007),

as attested to by psycholinguistic evidence of structural parallelism (Frazier

et al., 1984, 2000; Dubey et al., 2005). Ficler and Goldberg (2016a) and Teran-

ishi et al. (2017) additionally leverage the linguistic principle of replaceability

— one can typically replace a coordinated phrase with one of its conjuncts with-

out the sentence becoming incoherent; this idea has resulted in improved open

information extraction (Saha and Mausam, 2018). Using these principles may

further improve our parser.

Coordination in Constituency Grammar While our work mainly focuses on

enhancing dependency-based syntactic analysis with coordination structures,

coordination is a well-studied topic in constituency-based syntax (Zhang, 2009),

including proposals and treatments under lexical functional grammar (Kaplan

and Maxwell III, 1988), tree-adjoining grammar (Sarkar and Joshi, 1996; Han

and Sarkar, 2017), and combinatory categorial grammar (Steedman, 1996, 2000).
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Tesnière Dependency Structure Sangati and Mazza (2009) propose a repre-

sentation that is faithful to Tesnière’s (1959) original framework. Similar to bub-

ble trees, their structures include special attention to coordination structures

respecting conjunct symmetry, but they also include constructs to handle other

syntactic notions currently beyond our parser’s scope.16 Such representations

have been used for re-ranking (Sangati, 2010), but not for (direct) parsing. Per-

haps our work can inspire a future Tesnière Dependency Structure parser.

Non-constituent Coordination Seemingly incomplete (non-constituent) con-

juncts are particularly challenging (Milward, 1994), and our bubble parser cur-

rently has no special mechanism for them. Dependency-based analyses have

adapted by extending to a graph structure (Gerdes and Kahane, 2015) or ex-

plicitly representing elided elements (Schuster et al., 2017). It may be straight-

forward to integrate the latter into our parser, à la Kahane’s (1997) proposal of

phonologically-empty bubbles.

5.7 Chapter Summary and Future Work

We revisit Kahane’s (1997) bubble tree representations for explicitly encod-

ing coordination boundaries as a viable alternative to existing mechanisms in

dependency-based analysis of coordination structures. We introduce a transi-

tion system that is both sound and complete with respect to the subclass of

projective bubble trees. Empirically, our bubble parsers achieve state-of-the-art

results on the task of coordination structure prediction on two English datasets.

16For example, differentiating content and function words which has recently been explored
by Basirat and Nivre (2021).
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Future work may extend the research scope to other languages, graph-based,

and non-projective parsing methods.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This thesis makes progress towards the broad goal of (re)introducing, en-

forcing, and/or reinforcing structures in dependency-based syntactic analysis.

These structures are described in terms of linguistic notions, such as valency

patterns, and representational constraints and conventions, such as graph con-

nectivity and flat structures in headless MWEs. Through the development of

four parsers focusing on different syntactic constructions, this thesis demon-

strates that structure-augmented dependency parsers are more accurate at iden-

tifying the targeted syntactic constructions than those without construction-

specific emphasis during training and inference. These results have implica-

tions for future research in two avenues:

• Evaluation: Dependency parsers have been traditionally evaluated by

summing up individual evaluations on all edge predictions, i.e., each cor-

rectly predicted dependency edge is acknowledged and each incorrect

prediction is penalized independently in most standard evaluation met-

rics. Recently, there are proposals to evaluate parsers on a subset of re-

lations instead of treating all dependency relations equally. For exam-

ple, Nivre and Fang (2017) introduce a content-word-focused measure,

and the CoNLL 2018 shared task (Zeman et al., 2018) extends the idea

into multiple main evaluation metrics that additionally consider morpho-

logical tags and lemmas. However, these measures are still edge-based.

In contrast, this thesis estimates parser performance on specific construc-

tions based on several customized metrics, including valency pattern ac-

curacy, MWE span identification F1 score, and coordination structure pre-
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diction F1 score. A more construction-focused evaluation can incentivize

future parsers to recognize syntactic constructions as a whole, in addition

to learning to predict each dependency edge independently.

• Linguistic Resources: As is the case with other supervised learning tasks,

availability of annotated treebank data is crucial to parser development.

This thesis utilizes existing data resources in multiple ways: Chapter 4 di-

rectly trains parsers on treebanks that are annotated with enhanced Uni-

versal Dependencies; Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 extract structures based

on dependency trees, and then create training labels for the valency pat-

tern taggers and the MWE taggers respectively; Chapter 5 merges syntac-

tic trees with coordination structure annotations and convert them into

bubble tree formats. During automatic conversion and label creation,

Chapter 3 reveals inconsistent annotations, different interpretations of the

same dependency relation labels, and in some cases, violations of the rep-

resentational conventions across different treebanks regarding the head-

less MWE structures. Future annotation projects may consider request-

ing labels from human annotators on syntactic constructions as a whole

instead of requiring the annotators to specify full details of each depen-

dency edge independently; this may reduce annotation effort and chances

for errors (Schneider et al., 2013). Further, Chapter 5 demonstrates the

usefulness of bubble tree representations based on experiments using con-

verted data concerning coordination structures. The bubble tree formal-

ism has potential to address issues surrounding other syntactic phenom-

ena, including disambiguating scopes of modification. Future creation of

natively-annotated bubble treebanks will facilitate further investigation

into the utility and adequacy of bubble trees and development of bubble
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tree parsers.

Additionally, syntactic structures are mostly used as intermediate represen-

tations in NLP. While this thesis focuses on parser improvements, it also invites

future research on how to best incorporate the proposed enriched dependency

structures into downstream tasks and NLP systems:

• Applications: A construction-centric representational format contains, in

theory, more “regularized” structures and provides stronger specifications

for heuristics-based downstream NLP modules and applications to work

with. For example, the open information extraction system developed by

Zhang et al. (2017a) operates on dependency trees based on handwritten

rules. Conformance to valency patterns and MWE annotation conventions

may relieve the burden of extra handling of any unexpected predictions

and facilitate development of better information extraction systems. An-

other way to use syntactic parses is to integrate them into neural model

architectures. For instance, the self-attention mechanism in the currently-

popular Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) calculates normalized

attention weights between all possible pairs of tokens in the input se-

quence, which resembles the formulation of dependency parsing as a head

selection problem (Zhang et al., 2017b) and in turn motivates the design

of the multi-task learning framework of Strubell et al. (2018) to improve

semantic role labelers by supervising one of the self-attention modules in

a Transformer model to perform dependency parsing. It is less obvious

how to integrate the enriched structures, such as bubble trees, into neural

networks, which can be an important direction for future research.
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Finally, the parsers presented in this thesis have some limitations, which are

left for future work to address:

• Modeling: Firstly, the parsers presented in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chap-

ter 5 are limited to projective trees and projective bubble trees. While the

targeted syntactic constructions, such as flat MWEs, are projective locally,

the parsers’ reliance on projective decoders limits their coverage of other

syntactic phenomena on languages with non-negligible non-projectivity

ratios. An extension to mildly non-projective decoder, may be feasible.

For example, the deduction steps in the non-projective decoder of Gómez-

Rodríguez et al. (2018) resemble those of Eisner (1996) and Eisner and

Satta (1999), which are used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, so techniques

introduced in this thesis may be adaptable to Gómez-Rodríguez et al.’s

(2018) decoder. Secondly, this thesis only explores some decoding solu-

tions, e.g., transition-based parsing for bubble trees, to validate the util-

ity of the augmented and enhanced representations. Future work that

further explores alternative decoding solutions, e.g., exact decoding for

bubble trees, may lead to additional accuracy improvement. Last but not

least, this thesis mostly considers each syntactic construction in isolation

in parser designs. All the targeted structures do not conflict with each

other in theory, but assembling them together in an unified representation

in a naïve manner results in increased parsing time complexity and neces-

sitates further research into more efficient decoding solutions and effective

training regimes.
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